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Sensory Qualities, Consciousness,
and Perception
There is a popular notion, prevalent in both scientific and commonsense contexts,
that qualitative mental states always occur consciously. It's plain that many types of
mental state, such as thoughts, desires, beliefs, and intentions, often occur without
being conscious. But qualitative states, it often is held, never do, because being conscious is in effect essential to a state's having qualitative character at all.
What's essential to something is a function of the kind of thing it is. We count a
state as being qualitative only if it has qualitative properties. But on the popular view
just mentioned, a state's having qualitative properties means that there is something
that it's like to be in that state-something that it's like fOr the subject. And, when
a state isn't conscious, there simply is nothing it's like for one to be in that state.
Even Freud, who championed the idea of unconscious mental states, drew the line
at qualitative states, claiming that "the possibility of ... unconsciousness would be
completely excluded so far as emotions, feelings and affects are concerned."l
One of my aims in this chapter will be to undermine this conception of
what qualitative states are, which I argue is not only unfounded theoretically, but
unsupported by any reliable commonsense intuition. Indeed, clarity about just what
properties are essential to a state's being qualitative will make it plain that a state can
have those properties without being conscious. I argue these things in section I. In
section II, then, I sketch the higher-order-thought model of consciousness that I've
developed in earlier chapters. And I argue that, contraty to what some critics have
claimed, that model does justice to qualitative consciousness and, in particular, to
there being something that it's like for one to be in conscious qualitative states. In
section III I argue that various claims about phenomenal consciousness and about
whether we can explain mental qualities are unfounded, and so cannot undermine
the higher-order-thought model as applied to qualirative states.
In section IV I go on to develop a positive account of the qualitative properties
of those states which fits with and sustains the arguments of the earlier sections.
I "The Unconscious," in The Complete Psychological Works ofSigmund Freud, tr. and ed. James
Strachey, London: The Hogarth Ptess, 1966-74, XIV, pp. 166-215, at p. 177. And: "It is sutely
of the essence of an emotion, that we should be aware of it, Le. that it should become known to
consciousness" (ibid.). Thus, according to Freud. we "speak in a condensed and not entirely correct
mannet, of 'unconscious feelings'" (The Ego and the Iii, XIX, pp. 3-68, at p. 22). And we do so,
he held, only because the representational character of the feelings is repressed or misrepresented
("The Unconscious," pp. 177-8).
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And in section V I show how that account works in tandem with the higherorder-thought theory of consciousness. Section VI takes up the conceptualization
that occurs in perceiving and the different conceptualization that occurs in higherorder thoughts about qualitative states. That section also briefly sketches how the
connection between those two kinds of conceptualization actually facilitates the
consciousness of qualitative states. I conclude in section VII by discussing the crossmodal calibration of mental qualities, spatial sensing, representationalism, and the
alleged possibility of quality inversion.

1. CONSCIOUSNESS AND QUALITATIVE PROPERTIES
To determine whether qualitative states can occur without being conscious, it's useful to get clear at the start about just what kinds ofstate we classify as qualitative. And
it's important to guard against begging any substantive questions. Theorists sometimes use the term'consciousness', for example, simply to refer to qualitative mental
states. But either this verbal shortcut simply embodies the view that qualitative states
are always conscious or, if not, it uses the term 'consciousness' in a way that's irrelevant to the issue at hand. What we want to know is whether qualitative states can
fail to be conscious in the way that thoughts and other intentional states can fail to be
conscious. To avoid begging this question, we need some independent handle on the
application of the term 'qualitative stare'.
One way to try to get such an independent handle would be by appeal to certain
traditional puzzles about qualitative mental states. It's often thought that the conscious quality you call red might be the same as that which I call green and conversely,
or that creatures could be functionally identical to us but lack qualitative states altogether. And it's sometimes held that, whereas explanation in other areas gives us a
rational undersranding of the connections among things, there can no such rational
understanding ofhow mental qualities could result from neural or other physical processes. The possibility of inverted and absent qualities and the so-called explanatory
gap are, according to Ned Block, "routes to [what he calls] phenomenal consciousness";2 they enable us, he urges, to zero in on and pick out the mental phenomenon
in question.
Block recognizes that such"conundta" about qualitative states"do not constitute"
phenomenal consciousness (205). But it's not obvious that they can even help in picking out the target phenomena. Many theorists deny that absent or inverted qualia are
possible and that any explanatory gap affects our understanding of qualitative states;
plainly those theorists don't thereby deny the existence of genuine qualitative states.

, "Begging the Question against Phenomenal Consciousness," The Behavioraland Brain Scieru:es,
15,2 Oune 1992): 205-6, p. 205; emphasis Block's. On the explanatory gap see Joseph Levine,
"Materialism and Qualia: The Explanatory Gap," Padfie Philosophical Quarterly, LXN, 4 (October
1983): 354- 361, "On Leaving Out What It's Like," in Consciousness: PsychologicalandPhilosophical
Essays, ed. Martin Davies and Glyn W. Humphreys, Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1993, pp. 121-136.
and Purple Haze: The Puzzk o[Consciousness, New York: Oxfotd University Press, 2001, esp. ch. 3.
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What we need is a way to pick out the phenomena under consideration which is neutral with respect to different theoretical convictions, including positions one can take
about an explanatory gap and whether absent or inverted qualities are possible.
Another approach to understanding what it is for a state to be qualitative would
be to appeal to the function perceptual qualitative states have in transmirting to
the mind perceptual information about the environment. Qualitative states are
those mental states in virtue of which we respond mentally to the properties of
environmental objects and processes. This is doubtless right, but we need to take
care in how we understand this suggestion, since it invites a mistaken inference about
consciousness. There are, in addition to qualitative states, many nonmental, purely
physiological states that also figure in transmitting information about environmental
objects to the mind; how are we to distinguish the qualitative mental states from those
nonmental, physiological states? Here it may be tempting to appeal to consciousness,
and hold that qualitative states, unlike those nonmental, purely physiological states,
are essentially and invariably conscious. Indeed, arguments that qualitative states
can occur without being conscious are orren met by the dogged insistence that any
such nonconscious states would simply not be mental, but rather mere physiological
surrogates of genuine qualitative states.
It's worth pausing over another possible answer to the concern about distinguishing qualitative states from various nonmental, purely physiological concomitants. We
might say that qualitative states differ from the nonmental, physiological states that
figure in transmitring perceptual information to the mind simply because the qualitative states have mental qualities and the nonmental, merely physiological states
don't. Again, this is right, but it only pushes the question one step back; how do we
distinguish these mental qualities from the distinguishing properties of those nonmental, physiological states? This invites once more the appeal to consciousness, on
which mental qualities are simply those properties which occur consciously; why,
it may be asked, would we count any property as qualitative if it's not a conscious
property?
I'll argue in section N that a useful, informative account of mental qualitative
properties is possible which is wholly independent of a state's being conscious. But
even apart from such an account, it's plain that distinguishing qualitative properties
from the properties of nonmental, physiological states does not require that such
qualities are always conscious. To be qualitative, a property need not always occur
consciously; it must simply be able to occur consciously. Nonmental, physiological
properties, by contrast, are never conscious. Qualitative properties are potentially
conscious, not invariably or essentially conscious. 3
This preliminary characterization of qualitative mental states requires distinguishing between the properties in virtue of which we typically pick things out and the

J The psychological architecture of a particular type of organism may block states with those
properties from occurring consciously. The current suggestion is independent ofsuch considerations;
some states simply aren't ofsuch a type that could occur consciously, regardless ofwhat psychological
architecture they are embedded in. A propeny is qualitative if states with that propeny could occur
consciously in an organism whose architecture allows it.
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properties rhat are esseneial to the things thus picked our. Because we often pick our
qualirative states inerospecrively, that is, by reference to the way we are conscious of
them, it's natural to see them as states whose properties sometimes occur consciously.
Bur that doesn't imply that occurring consciously is essential to the stares and properties we pick our in this way. Qualitative states are distinctively mental not because
they must be conscious bur because they may be!
Because we sometimes individuate mental states by reference to the way we're conscious of those states, it may be tempting to see it as essential to all meneal states that
they can occur consciously. But there is a bener account of what it is for a state to be
mental, which invokes consciousness in a different way. A state is mental if, in virtue
ofbeing in that state, one is conscious of something as being presene or conscious that
something is the case. 5 Any such state will have characteristic ineeneional or qualitative properties; it will be a case ofperceiving or sensing something or ofthinking about
something as being presene.
Not all states with intentional or qualitative properties are states in virtue of which
one is conscious of something or conscious that something is the case. Bur all states
in virtue of which we're conscious of things do have qualitative or inteneional properties. And that suggests that we count all states with those properties as being mental, even if one isn't, simply in virtue of being in those states, conscious of anything
or conscious that something is the case. A state is meneal if it has intentional content and mental anitude or if it has some qualitative property. It may not always
be clear whether a state has qualitative characrer; bur we can rule our any state that
doesn't exhibit characteristic interactions with many other meneal states. In any case,

It's important to distinguish this observation from John R. Searle's well-known view that a

state, to be genuinely intentional, must be at least potentially conscious. Searle notes that the
wayan intentional state represents things, say, as being water or as being H 2 0, must make a
difference to the subject. And he urges that only conscious states can make such a difference.

So nooconscious states can count as intentional only by a kind of courresy, in virtue of their
having some possible connection with consciousness. Oohn R. Searle, "Consciousness, Explanatory

inversion, and Cognitive Science," The BehaviQral and Brain Scu""es, 13, 4 [December 1990]:
585-696; with open peer commentary, and Searle's reply: "Who is Computing with the Brain?",
ibid., 632-642.)
On the present suggestion, by contrast, states can be qualitative and intentional fully and without
qualification even if they aren't conscious, though it must be possible for any state of either type to
occur consciously.
Searle is of ~urse right that the ways intentional states represent things must make a difference
to the subject. Bur intentional states need not be conscious to make such a difference. Nonconscious
intentional states can also make a psychological difference, as a result of having ties with other
intentional states and with verbal and nonverbal behavior. It might even be that nonconscious
intentional states will make a difference to one's conscious states, by way of these connections with
other states. See my "On Being Accessible to Consciousness," The Behavioral and Brain Sciences,

13,4 (December 1990): 621-2,
4 For more on the application to such cases of the distinction between what's essential to
qualitative states and how we pick them out, see "Two Concepts of Consciousness," ch. 1 in this

volume, §N.
5 I'll argue in §II that we know what it is to be conscious of something or that something is the
case independently of knowing what it is for a mental state to be a conscious state.
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the account of qualitative properries I'll develop in section N will make clear that we
needn't evet pick out or individuate qualitative mental states by reference to the way
we're conscious of them. 6
This conclusion firs with many empirical findings, as well as whar's obvious from
everyday life. Phenomena such as peripheral vision, subliminal perception, and blindsight all testify to the occurrence ofqualitative states that aren't conscious. One could,
ofcourse, simply dig in one's heels and insist that only nonmenral states occur in these
cases. But this stand is highly unintuitive, since we routinely characterize all these
cases in distinctively qualitative terms. We subliminally see things in respect of their
color and shape, and we may subliminally recognize a voice by irs pitch and timbre.
It's not that we couldn't explain all this by appeal only to nonmenral, physiological
States. But it's plain that trying to do so would be grinding a controversial theoretical
axe, not saving some pretheoretic, commonsense intuition.

II. CONSCIOUS QUALITIES AND HIGHER-ORDER
THOUGHTS
Qualitative states sometimes occur without being conscious. So it's natural to conclude that the propeny of being conscious is not intrinsic to such states. One could
insist that consciousness is an intrinsic propeny only of those qualitative states which
are conscious, but that move would unduly complicate any account we might give,
and would arguably be theoretically ad hoc and unmotivated.?
The idea that a mental state's being conscious is an extrinsic, or relational,S propetty of that state fits strikingly well with the way we actually talk about consciousness.
We count a petson's mental states as conscious only when that person is conscious, in
someway or other, of those states. We never classify as conscious a state ofwhich the
subject is wholly unaware. So a necessary condition for a state to be conscious is that
one is conscious of that state in some suitable way. The hard part will be to specify
just what that suitable way is. But if we can do that, we'll have a condition of a state's
being conscious that's not only necessary, but sufficient as well. And, whatever that
suitable way of being conscious of our conscious states turns out to be, a state's being
conscious will be extrinsic to that state. 9
So I now reject the suggestion in "Two Concepts of Consciousness," §III, tharwe might have
taxonomize qualitative propenies by appeal to the way we're conscious of them.
.., There is in addition striking evidence from functional brain imaging that a- state's being

6
to

conscious is an extrinsic property of that state. Chris D. Frith and Uta Frith report a number of

studies in which asking subjects to repan their mental states resulted in neural activation in medial
frontal conex. The states reported ranged. from pains and tickles to emotions aroused by pictures
and spontaneous thoughts, and other cortical areas subserve those states. Since reporting a mental
state involves that state's being conscious, such consciousness very likely involves a conical area
distinct from that of the state itself. See "Interacting Minds-A Biological Basis," Scieme, 286,
i5445 (November 26, 1999): 1692-1695, p. 1693.
8 There will be reason to retreat on the claim that a state's being conscious is strictly speaking
relational; see §V. But the required modification won't affect the point thar a state's beiog conscious
is in any case not an intrinsic property of that state.
9 Pace Brentano, who builds being conscious of one's mental states into the states themselves.
But this move, if it is not merely stipulative, requires some independent test ofwhether one's being
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Arnie Thomasson has argued that conscious states are not states one is conscious of,
but rather states that one is in consciously.1O But this doesn't help unless we have an
independent argument that one's being in a state consciously doesn't consist simply
in one's being conscious of oneself as being in that state. And somebody who urges
that being in a state consciously is somehow more basic must in any case contend
with the foregoing argument, on which one's not being at all conscious of a state is
sufficient for that state not to be conscious. We sometimes have evidence, as with
subliminal perception, that somebody is in a particular mental state even though that
person firmly denies being in it. That's enough to conclude that the person isn't conscious of being in that state. And, if not being conscious of a state is sufficient for that
state not to be conscious, being in some suitable way conscious of a mental state is
perforce a necessary condition for that state to be conscious.
Fred Dretske has argued in a number ofplaces thar a state's being conscious is not a
matter ofone's being conscious ofthat state.!! But maintaining that has a serious cost.
Some mental states occur withour being conscious; so we must account for the difference between mental states that are conscious and those which are not. And Dretske's
view precludes the most natural explanation, that a state is conscious if one in conscious of it in some suitable way. Dretske has therefore urged an alternative account,
on which a mental state's being conscious consists in its being a state in virtue ofbeing
in which one is conscious of something.!2 Bur it's arguable that this account implies
that all perceiving is conscious, since perceiving something automatically makes one
conscious of it.
conscious of a state is intrinsic to that state, and it's not obvious that any convincing test would

generate the result Brentano wants.
Indeed, Brentano's own rest runs afoul of insurmounrable problems. According to him, menral
stares are individuared by reference to the mental attirude involved, such as believing, wondeting,
doubting, and the like; more than one mental attitude implies more than one mental state. (Franz
Brentano, Psychologyfrom an Empirical Standpoint, tr. Antos C. Rancurello, D. B. Terrell, and Linda
L. McAlister, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1973, pp. 127-8.) But it's clear that doubting or
wondering about a mental state doesn't make one conscious of that state. So when the state that"s
conscious is itself a case of doubting or wondering, one's being conscious of that state will have to

involve some distinct menral atritude, and hence will be a distinct state. Brentano's favored example
is one ofheating a sound, which obscures the point about mental attitude.
For more on this, see "Thinking that One Thinks," ch. 2 in this volume, §V, and 'Varieties of
Higher-Order Theory," in Higher-Ortkr Theories ofConsciousness, ed. Rocco]. Gennaro, Amsterdam
and Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishers, 2004, pp. 17-44, §V.
HJ Arnie 1. Thomasson, "After Brentano: A One-Level Theory of Consciousness," European
Journal ofPhilosophy, 8, 2 (August 2000): 190-209, pp. 203-4. I am grateful to Dan Zahavi for
bringing this argument to my attention.
II E.g., "Conscious Experience," Mind, 102,406 (April 1993): 263-283; reprinted in Drerske,
Perception, Knowledge, and Belief, Cambridge: Cambridge Universiry Press, 2000, pp. 113-137,
and Naturalizing the Mind, MIT Press/Bradford Books, 1995, ch. 4.

I discuss Drerske's arguments in "Introspection and Self-Interpretation," ch. 4 in this volume,

§N, "Sensory Qualiry and rhe Relocation Story," ch. 6 in this volume, §II. and "Consciousness
and Metacognition," in Metarepresentation: A Multidisciplinary Perspective, ed. Daniel Sperber, New
York: Oxford Universiry Press, 2000, pp. 265-295, §III.
12 "Conscious Experience," pp. 280-1; Naturalizing the Mind, pp. 100- I. This echoes the
account proposed. above of a state's being mental, as against being conscious.
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To meer rhis difficulry, Drerske has recenrly amplified his accounr of rhe difference berween conscious perceiving and perceiving mar isn'r conscious, by invoking
rarionaliry. Perceiving is conscious, he suggesrs, if a subjecr can cire rhe facr perceived
as a justifYing reason for doing somerhing. That conrrasrs wirh blindsight and subliminal perceiving, in which subjecrs perform above chance in response ro perceptual
inpur bur cannor cire rhe content of the perceiving as a justifying reason for such performance. Indeed, since such subjecrs deny seeing anyrhing relevanr, rhey offer no
jusrifying reasons for whatever remarks they make abour possible srimuli, bur regard
rhose remarks simply as guesses. Drerske rakes rhe absence of such jusrifYing reasons
ro indicare perceiving rhar isn'r conscious. 13
Bur subjecrs' inabiliry ro give a jusrifying reason may nor show rhar rhey have no
such reason, bur only rhar rhey aren'r conscious ofwharever jusrifying reason they do
have. We ofren do rhings wirhour being able ro give a jusrifying reason, even rhough
orhers may know what jusrifying reason is operarive for us, which we would offer if
only we were conscious ofir. Indeed, we may ourselves come in due course ro be conscious of rhat jusrifYing reason. Drerske mighr urge rhat a considerarion counrs as a
jusrifying reason only if one can offer it, bur ir counrs againsr rhar claim rhar we ofren
do rhings wirhour being clear whar our reason is for doing rhem. Offering somerhing
as a reason requires being conscious rhar one rhinks rhar rhing, and rhar one rhinks
ir as a reason for doing somerhing. And, when rhe considerarion is some perceprual
inpur, rhar requires being conscious ofrhe perceiving. All rhis helps confirm rhar whar
matters to perceiving's being conscious is whether one is conscious of rhe perceiving.
Drerske argues that one's abiliry to offer a justifying reason rellecrs rhe connecrion
conscious perceiving has wirh rational agency, since blindsighr subjecrs somerimes
seem unable ro iniriare rational action based on stimuli in rheir blind field. 14 Bur
when conscious vision is wholly unavailable, stimuli presenr ro blindsighr somerimes
do resulr in rarional action. 15 Rarional action can resulr from borh conscious and nonconscIOUS VISIon.

Until relatively recenrly people did not apply rhe one-place predicate, 'conscious',
ro menral states, bur instead spoke only of being conscious of rhose srares. Thus
Descarres never speaks of a rhought's being conscious, bur only of one's being
immediately or direcrly conscious of a rhoughr. Applying the one-place predicate ro
mental states seems to have been a nineteenrh-cenrury neologism introduced to draw
rhe distinction berween mental states rhar we are and are nor direcrly conscious o£ A
dedicated term to mark rhat conrrasr became useful only when ir came ro be widely
recognized rhat we are not conscious of all our own menral srares.
13 "Perception without Awareness," in Pm:eptr«d Experirnce, ed. Tamar Szabo Gendler and John
Hawthorne, Oxford: Oxford Universiry Press, forthcoming, §N.
14 Anthony J. Marcel, e.g., cites a thirsty blindsighr subject who won't reach for a glass of water
located in his blind field; "Consciousness and Processing: Choosing and T <Sting a Null Hypothesis,"
The Behavioral and Brain Scirnces, 9, 1 (March 1986): 40-1.
I; As Nicholas Humphrey describes in the case ofthe rhesus monkey, Helen, whose entire primary
visual correl< had been surgically ablated. Helen "could, for example, run around a room full of
furniture picking up curranrs from the floor, and she could reach out and carch a passing fly"
(Consciousness Regained, Oxford: Oxford Universiry Press, 1983, p. 38; see also pp. 19-20).
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There are two ways we are ordinarily conscious of rhings: by sensing rhem and by
rhinking about rhem as being present. I may, for example, be conscious of somebody
by seeing rhat person or simply by thinking about rhe person as being nearby.16 We
know of no orher way of being conscious of rhings, and it would be rheoretically idle
to insist that we're conscious ofour conscious states in some rhird way wirhout having
some independent idea of what rhat rhird way consists in.
In which of rhe two ways we do know about, then, are we conscious of our mental
states when rhose states are conscious? The traditional reply, borh in philosophy and
psychology, has been rhat we sense those mental states. But this "inner sense" model
of consciousness, championed by writers from John Locke to David Armstrong, 17
faces serious difficulries. Sensations all belong to one or anorher sensory modaliry;
bur what could be rhe modaliry of rhose sensations in virtue ofwhich we might sense
our conscious mental states? Stipulating rhat rhere's a dedicared modaliry for sensing
all our conscious states is no better rhan simply saying we're conscious of our conscious states in some way we know not what. And it's implausible rhat we sense our
conscious states by any of rhe ordinary sensory modalities. 18
Even more telling, when a sensation is conscious, rhe qualities rhat occur are rhose
of rhe first-order sensation we are conscious of, not of some higher-order sensation
16 Very likely we regard thoughts as making one conscious only of things they describe as being
present because of an analogy with sensing. (I am grateful hete to Robert Lutzket.) Sensing always
represents things as being present, and sensing is arguably the mote fundamental way of being

conscious of things, at least in part because it's the more basic and widespread form of mental

functioning.
Having a thought abollt Napoleon doesn't make one conscious of him unless one thinks about
him as being present. Still, one might suppose that having a thought that he was emperor makes
one conscious of his having been emperor. despite one's not thinking about that state of affairs as
being present. (I am grateful to Douglas Meehan for this suggestion.) But one's being conscious of
a state of affairs doesn't amount to anything over and above one's being conscious that the state of

affairs obtains; it is not a way of being conscious of anything.
17 John Locke, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, edited from the fourth (1700) edition
by Peter H. Nidditch, Oxfotd: Oxford University Press, 1975, II, I, 4, p. 105, and II, xxvii, 9, p.
335; D. M. Armstrong, "The Causal TheotyofMind" and "What is Consciousness?", in his The
Nature ofMind, S, Lucia, Queensland: University of Queensland Press, 1980, pp. 16-31 and pp.
55-67. See also William G. Lycan, Consciousness and Experience, Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT
Press/Bradford Books, 1996.
Locke's remark that it's "impossible for anyone to perceive. without perceiving, that he

does perceive" echoes Aristotle at de Anima, f2, 425bI2-20, and Nicomachean Ethics IX, 9,
1170029-034. The term 'inner sense' derives from Kant, Critique ofPure Reason, cr. Werner S.
Pluhar, Indianapolis: Hackert Publishing Co., 1996, A22/B37, p. 77.
18

Aristode holds that perceptible color and sound occur in the sense organs when we perceive.

That suggests to him that we see our visual perceptions and hear our auditory perceptions. but in a
way different from the way in which we see and heat sights and sounds (de Anima, f2,425bI2-25).
The diffetence he has in mind between the two ways of seeing and hearing may correspond to the
difference in the ways color and sound occur in perceptible objects and in sense organs, since he

thinks that the properties we perceive objects to have occur in the sense organs. though without
their ordinary marter. See, e.g., de Anima, B12, 424al7-26.
But Arisrode's view here is unconvincing. Sensing doesn't occur by way of the occurrence
of color, sound, and other petceptible properties in our sense organs or any other pan of our
bodies.
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in virtue of which we sense the first-order state. 19 But sensations always have some
qualitative property or another. So the higher-order states in virtue of which we are
conscious of our conscious sensations cannot themselves be sensations. 2o The only
alternative is that they are thoughts. We are conscious of our conscious sensations,
and of our conscious mental states generally, by having higher-order thoughts (HOTs)
abour those states.
The way we are conscious of our conscious states appears to us to be spontaneous
and unmediated; hence the traditional dictum that we are directly or immediately
conscious of those states. Bur the traditional dictum overshoots. We don't count a
state as conscious ifwe become conscious of it by consciously observing our behavior,
by applying a theoty to ourselves, or by relying on somebody else's observation. That's
because in each of these cases a conscious inference mediates our becoming conscious
of our mental state.
We count a state as being conscious only when we are conscious of it independently
of any such conscious inference-any inference, that is, of which we are conscious.
One must be conscious of the state in a way that does not rely on conscious inference. 2l The traditional dictum overshoots because a state's being conscious does not

19 A state's being conscious requires being conscious ofthat state, but not that one is also conscious
of the higher-order state in virtue of which one is conscious of the first-order state. So one might
urge that the only reason we don't think that any higher-order qualities occur is that we aren't
conscious of those higher-order qualities or of the sensations that have them.
When we introspect a conscious state, however, we are conscious not only ofthe first-order state,
but also of the higher-order state. We are conscious of being conscious of the first~order state. (For
more on introspection, see "Introspection and Self-Interpretation," ch. 4 in this volwne.) But even
men we aren't conscious of any higher-order sensory qualities.
One can be conscious of things in one respect but not another. So perhaps such introspecting
makes us conscious that we're conscious of a mental state without thereby making us also conscious
of how we're conscious of that state. That would leave open the possibility that we are conscious
of our conscious states by sensing them even though introspection does not reveal that mat's how
we're conscious of them, nor what qualitative properties such higher.order sensing involves. (I am
grareful to Meehan fur pressing this objection.)
Bur ir's doubrful that one can be conscious of being conscious of something without being
conscious of some feature or other in respect of which one is conscious of that thing. So, if one
senses some object or state, being conscious of one's being conscious of it would require that one be
conscious of sensing it. And one can be conscious of sensing something only if one is conscious of
some qualitative property in virtue of which one senses it.
20 Lycan concedes that those higher-order states do not involve qualitative character, but insists
that they are nonetheless more like perceptions than like thoughts ("The Superioriry of HOP
ro HOT," in Higher-Order Theories of Consciousness, ed. Gennaro, pp. 93-113, §§V -VI). But
his specific suggestions about how the higher-order states more closely resemble perceptions are
unconvincing. See my "Varieties of Higher-Order Theory," §III.
Doubtless an inner-sense theory has appeal in large measure because sensing is the more basic
way in which creatures are conscious of things. It may even be by analogy with sensing that we count
a thought as making us conscious of something only if that thought represents the thing as presenr
to us, since sensing always represents what's sensed as being present. But sensing and perceiving do
not, despite this more basic character, figure in the way we are conscious of our conscious states.
21 Even if some conscious inference does occur, a state would be conscious if one is also conscious
of it in some way that's independent of any conscious inference.
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preclude something's mediating between the state and one's being conscious of it so
long as one isn't conscious ofthat mediation. What's required is subjective independence of inference, nor causal independence. I'll call a HOT noninferential when one
has rhat HOT independent of conscious inference. So a menral srate's being conscious consists in one's having a noninferential HOT about thar srate.
For a srare to count as conscious, I must be conscious of ir in a way thar seems,
subjectively, to be unmediated. But the state must also be a mental stare; we do not
count as conscious any nonmental state, even if one is conscious of it in a way thar
seems to one unmediated. This doesn'r require that one have a concepr of a propetty
as being mental. One can be conscious of a mental property without being conscious
of it as mental, jusr as one can be conscious of qualirative srares without having a specific concept of such a state.
Still, why musr a srare be menral for it to count as a conscious srare? The best
explanation is that it is only in virtue of being in mental states that we are conscious of
things and conscious that something is the case. We apply 'conscious' to a srate only
if it's the kind of state in virtUe of being in which we are conscious of something Ot
that something is so.
We are not ordinarily conscious of ourselves as having HOTs abOut our conscious
mental states. But that's exactly whar the model predicts. We would be conscious
of ourselves as having such HOTs only if rhose rhoughts were themselves conscious.
But as with other mental srates, HOTs are conscious only when we have yer higherorder thoughts about them, which presumably seldom happens. On the HOT hypothesis, a mental state is conscious because an accompanying HOT makes one conscious of oneself as being in that state. But that hypothesis does not rely on our being
introspectively aware of those HOTs, but rather on the explanatory work that the
hypothesis can do. HOTs are theoretical posits, whose existence is established by the
explanatory success of the theory that posits them.
One reason some have favored a theory such as Brentano's, on which a state's being
conscious is built into the state itself, is that we thereby avoid a regress in which the
first-order state is conscious in virtue of a second-order srare, which is in turn conscious in virtue ofa third-order state, and so forth. But since the second-order thought
needn't be conscious, no such regress threatens. 22

The conscious dependence on inference that prevents a state from being conscious does not
require that one be conscious of a specific inference on which the HOT relies. A state would fail
to be conscious even if one simply had a conscious sense that there is some relevant inference, at

least if one weten't also conscious of the state independently of that sense of thete being some such
infetence. I'm grateful to Ned Block fot this observation.
22

One might wondet why building consciousness into the state would forestall such regress, since,

if we are in mrn conscious of that consciousness, some third-order consciousness would in anv case
be required.. And, if the higher-order consciousness needn't it5elfbe conscious. that's what ~ts off
the regress, whether or not the higher-order consciousness is internal to the state.
Brentano, however, urges that the awareness of the state is an awarenes:s both of the

first-

otdet aspects of the state and of the awareness itself (p. 129); the teflexivity of the highet-otdet
consciousness is what tetminates the tegress. The mote telling difficulty is that internal higher-otder
consciousness doesn't square with individuating mental states byway of mental attitude. See n. 9.
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One might object that a HOT cannot confer on its target the property of being
conscious unless that HOT is itself conscious. But that idea, reminiscent of the scholastic dictum that thete can be only as much teality in an effect as thete is in a cause, is
groundless. HOTs do not transfer the property ofbeing conscious from themselves to
their targets; indeed, they don't induce any change whatever in those targets. Rather.
they make their targets conscious because a state's being conscious consists simply in
one's being suitably conscious of oneself as being in that state, and having a HOT is
the right way of being conscious of oneself as being in a state.
There are various refinements we can add to this HOT model of consciousness.
HOTs cannot be dispositional, for example, since being disposed to have a thought
abour something as being present doesn't make one conscious of that thing. 23 More
interesring, the mental attitude of a HOT must be asserroric; wondering and doubring about things, for example, do not by themselves make one conscious of those
things. That's why unconsciously feeling guilty abour wanting something would nor
alone result in that desire's being conscious, since feeling guilty about something does
not involve an assenoric attitude. Similarly, the strikingly accurate forced-choice
guessing that subjects perform in tests for blindsight and for subliminal vision in
masked priming experiments also cannot make the relevant visual states conscious.
Even if these guesses are occasionally abour what visual state one is in, guessing abour
something doesn't make one conscious ofit. 24

23 Pace Peter Carruthers, Phenomenal ComcWusruss: A Naturalistic Theory, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2000. For more on the difficulties facing disposirional higber-order theories, see
'Thinking thar One Thinks," § IV.
Carruthers argues that occurrent HOTs would result in cognitive overload. which dispositional
HOTs would avoid. But we have no reason to think thar we lack cortical resources sufficient for
occurrent HOTs. Nor is it at first sight obvious why dispositions, which are themselves States, would

require fewer cognitive resources.
Carruthers's answer appeals to his view about intentional content, on which a state's content
is in part a matter of that state's being disposed to cause other states and behavior. And he posits
that first-order States are available to a mind-reading subsystem, so that given the theoty of content,
such availability will by itself confet highet-otder content on those states. But many states occur

sometimes consciously and at other times not. And, if a state's being conscious results from its being
available to the mind~reading subsystem, it's unclear why that state would ever occur without being
conscious, since ties to that subsystem would presumably be fairly stable. Shifts in such availability.

moreover, would be at least as demanding on cognitive resources as occurrent HOTs.
Because the first-order states end up having highet-ordet content on Carruthers's theotY, he

can explain our being conscious of those first~order states. But, since the first~order states do have
higher~order content, it's strictly speaking the theory ofcontent, and nor the theory ofconsciousness,
that appeals to dispositions. In any case, it's preferable if we can have a theoty of consciousness that

does not rely on a controversial theory of intentional content.
For more on Carruthers's theory, see "Varieties of Higher-Order Theory," §IV.
24

Such forced-choice guessing is ordinarily about the presence of external stimuli, not the

occurrence of visual states, since these subjects routinely deny being in any relevant visual, states.
But a sufficienrly knowledgeable and experienced subject migbt also sometimes guess about whar

visual states are occurring.
Guessing is a complicated phenomenon. Guessing often fails to make one conscious of things

because ofthe lack ofconviction. But guessing does sometimes involve some measure of conviction.
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Rather than pursue such refinemenrs further,25 let me turn directly to the way the
HOT modd applies to sensations and their mental qualities. The HOT hypothesis
explains how conscious states differ from those which aren't conscious; we are
conscious ofour conscious states by having a HOT about them, and there is no HOT
to make us conscious of states that aren't conscious.
But the HOT hypothesis also explains differences in what it's like for one to be in
different qualitative states. What it's like for one to be in a qualitative state is a matter
ofhow one is conscious of that state. If! am conscious of myselfas having a sensation
with the mental quality red, that will be what it's like for me, and similarly for every
other mental quality. And how we are conscious of our qualitative states is a matter
of how our HOTs characterize those states. There being something it's like for me to
be in a state with a particular mental quality is a matter of my having a HOT that
characterizes a state I am in as having that mental quality.
Even when qualitative states are conscious, we are conscious oftheir mental qualities in more or less refined ways. When one has a sensation of red, for example, one is
sometimes conscious of it in respect of a highly specific shade of red, and sometimes
simply in respecr of some nondescript shade; similarly for saturation and brightness.
How one is conscious of the sensation is of course partly a function of the sensation itself. The sensation might simply have more or less refined qualities due to the
specific stimulus conditions, and the way one is conscious of the sensation might just
follow suit. Discussions of qualitative consciousness seem to take this as rhe typical
case, possibly because they tacitly assume that the way a qualitative state is conscious
is intrinsic to the state itself.
But how we're conscious of our sensations can also vary with other factors, such
as attention, interest, passing distractions, and experience at discerning various mental qualities. Even when perceptual conditions don't vary, so we can assume that the
sensation and its qualities are constant, we may be conscious of those qualities in a
relatively refined way or in a relatively undiscriminating way. Indeed, cases occur in
Even in these cases, however, it differs from asserting. since one will

be disposed

to regard one's

hunch as nor rdying on anything firm.
An experienced, knowledgeable subject might not merely guess with conviction about occurrent
mental states, bur even outright affirm that they OCCUf. Still, since such assertions would rely on
the subject's conscious inference from dispositions to guess about stimuli. the resulting awareness
of those states would not be subjectively unmediated, and the states would not be conscious.
For more on such guessing, see Zolcin Dienes and Josef Peener, "Assumptions of a Subjective

Measure of Consciousness: Three Mappings," in Higher-Order Theones of Consciousness, ed.
Gennaro, pp. 173-199, Zolcln Dienes, "Assumptions of Subjective Measures of Unconscious
Mental Srares: Higher-Order Thoughrs and Bias," Journal ofConsciousness Studies, II, 9 (Seprember
2004): 25-45; and Marcel, "Slippage in the Unity ofConsciousness," in Gregory R. Bock and]oan
Marsh, eds., Experimental and Theoretical Studies of Consciousness, Ciba Foundation Symposium
No. 174,Chichester:]ohnWiley&Sons, 1993,pp. 168-186.
25 For more on the HOT model generally, see "Two Concepts of Consciousness"; "The
Independence of Consciousness and Sensory Quality," ch. 5 in this volume; "Thinking thar One
Thinks"; "Varieties of Higher-Order Theory"; and "Explaining Consciousness," in Philosophy of
Mind: Clarsical and Contemporary kadings, ed. David]. Chalmers, New York: Oxford University
Press, 2002, pp. 406-421.
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which increased attention to one's sensation seems by itself dramatically to enhance
the way one is conscious of the qualities of the sensarion.
The HOT model readily explains such variation in the way we are conscious of our
qualitative states. When I have a HOT abour such a state, that HOT represents me as
being in a certain type of state. My HOT may simply be to the effect that I have a red
sensation, bur it may instead be that I have a bright, saturated, claret red sensation.
How I represent to myself the sensation I have determines what it's like for me to
have it. Differences in my HOTs result in differences in what it's like for me to have
my qualitative states.
The HOT model not only allows us to explain such variation in how we're conscious of our conscious sensations; there are some cases that it's unlikely any other
model could handle. It sometimes happens that learning new words for the qualities
of our sensations actually affects how we are conscious of those sensations. Consider
learning to taste wines. Being told words for gustatory qualities sometimes actually
leads to one's coming to be aware of those qualities; one comes to be aware of such
gustatory qualities as sharp, tannin, or robust by having verbal pegs on which to hang
those conscious experiences.
The same happens with other sensory modalities as well. One may not be conscious
of any differences between the auditory sensations that result from hearing oboes and
clarinets until one learns words for the different qualities. Learning those terms will
then sometimes lead to one's being conscious of the sensory qualities as being of distinct types.
Perhaps repeated experience is also sometimes responsible for our sensations
coming to seem to have more refined qualities. But other times learning new words
for mental qualities seems by itself to bring out those conscious qualities. It's highly
implausible that learning the new words actually generates the new qualities and
we're then automatically conscious of them. What mechanism might explain such
generation of new qualities?26 Far more likely is that our having new ways to describe
our mental qualities results in our being conscious in new ways of qualities that were
already there. 27 But the words we use simply reflect the thoughts we have, in this
case thoughts about our mental qualities. So the qualities in respect of which our
qualitative states in these cases are just the qualities our thoughts represent those states

26 Repeated exposure to stimuli of a particular type sometimes results in so-called. perceptual
learning, in which we do come to have a correspondingly new type of mental quality. But that
mechanism is unlikely to be operative here. For one thing, the effect of learning the new words is
typically quite dramatic and occuts immediately after learning the new word. And in any case the
learning of new words plays no role in perceptual learning.
27 Which process is operative is in any case subject to empirical test, since nonconscious qualitative
states often have priming effects that can reveal their occurrence. So such effects might show whether
the relevant mental qualities had occurred prior to the learning of the new words and the qualities'
becoming conscious.
On priming, see, e.g., Marcel, "Conscious and Unconscious Perception: An Approach to the
Relations berween Phenomenal Experience and Perceptual Processes," Cognitive Psychology 15
(1983): 238-300, and "Conscious and Unconscious Perception: Experiments on Visual Masking
and Word Recognition," Cognitive Psychology, 15 (1983): 197 -237.
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as having. A qualitative state's being conscious as having one quality or another is a
matter of one's having a HOT about the state as having that quality.28
The woodwind and wine cases are unusual, and so may seem not to reflect
what normally happens when we come to be conscious of mental qualities and the
differences among them. But these cases are special only in that we seldom learn to
discriminate sensoty qualities late enough in life for us to notice how the process
works. We come to be conscious of most qualitative differences long before we have
any ovett vocabulary in which to express Out thoughts about the televant qualities.
But absence ofverbal expression does not mean that there are no thoughts about those
qualitative states. And, since we know of no other mechanism by which we mighr
become conscious of differences among qualitative propenies, it's likely that things
always happen in roughly the way they do in the wine and woodwind cases.
Being conscious of fine-grained differences among mental qualities by way of
HOTs requires having the conceptual resources needed to capture those qualirative
differences. But one might question whether we have such fine-grained conceptual
resources. Plainly we don't have individual words for all the slight variations in
qualitative variation we can consciously discern. Since mastery of words is the usual
mark of having concepts, the lack of such words suggesrs a lack of the corresponding
conceprs.
We plainly don't have single words or concepts for all the mental colors or other
qualities we can discriminate, whether presented one by one or simultaneously. But it
hardly follows that we lack the conceptual resources to differentiate between any two
qualiries that we can consciously distinguish. Though we have a relatively small stock
of noncomparative concepts for mental qualiries, by supplementing those noncomparative concepts with comparative concepts, we have ample resources to distinguish
conceptually any qualities we can consciously discern. Thus two discriminable shades
of red may differ because one is slightly darker, slightly bluer or more yellow, slightly
brighter, or slightly more like the color of some panicular type of object. We have a
huge range ofcomparative concepts available for HOTs to use in representing distinct
qualitative propenies. We ger additional leverage from concepts for qualities characteristic of panicular types of physical object, such as the yellow of bananas as against
the yellow oflemons. But the most fine-grained discriminations doubtless always rely
in significant measure on comparative concepts.
Our use of comparative concepts for qualities to supplement Out smaller stock
of noncomparative concepts also helps with another challenge. Diana Raffman
has drawn attention to our ability to judge whether two simultaneously presented
qualities are the same or different far more accurately than we can identifY, recognize,
or remember those very same qualities when they occur one by one. 29 We can often

28 In the wine-tasting and musical-experience cases, people do typically focus on the character of
their experiences; so the new words one learns apply to those experiences, and not the wines or

physical sounds.
29 "On the Persistence of Phenomenology," in Conscious Experience, ed. Thomas Metzinger,
Exeter, UK: Imprint Academic, 1995, pp. 293-308, at p. 295. On color memory, see, e.g., Jules
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discriminate two nearly identical shades of red seen together even if we can't tell
which of the two we're seeing when each occurs by irself.
Raffinan uses this phenomenon to argue against the view that subjective qualities are nothing more than mental descriptions of physical properties. 30 But it may
also suggest a difficulry for the HOT hypothesis. If a state is conscious in virtue of
one's having a HOT about that state, why would such HOTs make one conscious
of qualitative states in respect ofvery fine-grained differences when those states occur
together, but nor when they occur separately? We can assume that HOTs typically
arise in response to the qualitative states they are about; ifso, why would qualitative
states cause less fine-grained HOTs when the states occur one by one than when they
occur together? Why would the intentional content of our HOTs differ depending
on whether their target qualitative stares occur singly or together?
There is no problem in recognizing, identifYing, and remembering colors when
they are as different as red and orange, or blue and purple; there we have individual,
noncomparative concepts to rely on. A difficulry arises only when our qualitative
Stares differ in color only slightly, and we lack any noncomparative concepts for
those slight variations. In these cases, we're likely to be conscious of slight differences
only when we have available for comparison two or more simultaneous qualities.
We are conscious of variations for which we have noncomparative conceprs whether
the qualities occur together or on their own. But, when qualitative differences are
so slight that we capture them only using comparative concepts as well, then we
are conscious of those slighr differences only when the qualities occur together. This
strongly suggests that what matters to the way we're conscious of these qualities is the
kind of concept we have available to individuate the qualities.
Even when seeing two very similar colors together results in twO plainly different
conscious color experiences, moreover, it may well be that seeing each separately
would result in color experiences that are subjectively indistinguishable. This is
JUSt what the HOT hypothesis predicts. When we see the two together, our conscious
experiences of them differ because of the comparative concepts that figure in
our HOTs. When we see the very same colors separately, there is seldom any
way to apply the relevant comparative conceprs; so the resulting conscious
experiences are subjectively the same. This again is a striking confirmation of the
HOT hypothesis.
The difference between cases in which we have noncomparative concepts to characterize mental qualities and cases in which we must in addition rely on comparative
concepts actually reflects a difference in the way we experience things phenomenologically. When we are aware of the differences between two very dose qualities for
which we have no single words, it seems subjectively as though we are aware of the difference only comparatively; when noncomparative concepts will do, it doesn't seem
that way.
Davidoff, Cognitum through Owr, Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press/Bradford Books, 1991,
pp. 108-9, and references given there.
30 This echoes a representationalist account, on which the only mental properties we are introspectivelyaware of are intentional properties. For morc on representationalism. see §VII.
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III. PHENOMENALITY AND THE EXPLANATORY GAP
In a number of influenrial articles, Block has argued rhar qualirarive states are conscious in a way thar's wholly independenr of any awareness we have of those states,
and indeed independenr of any menral access we might have to them. He calls this
special kind of consciousness phenomenal consciousnesj31 or, more recently, phenomenality,32 and he distinguishes it from two other kinds of consciousness, which he
calls access and monitoring consciousness. A state's being access conscious consists in
its conrenr's being "poised to be used as a premise in reasoning, ... [and] for [the}
rational conrrol of action and ... speech."33 And a state exhibits moniroring consciousness "just in case ir is the object of another of the subjeCt's states, for example
one has a thought to the effect that one has that experience" ("Paradox and Cross
Purposes," p. 205).
It is unclear, however, that Block's notion of access consciousness actually picks
out any phenomenon that we inruitively regard as a kind of consciousness. Though
our classifYing a state as conscious does often go hand in hand with its having contenr that's poised to influence speech, action, and reasoning, the two properties often
don't go together. Many states that we would in no inruitive way counr as conscious
nonetheless have conrenr that's poised for use in reasoning and the rational conrrol
of action and speech. Mental states need not be conscious in order to have a significanr, aCtive influence on our reasoning, acrion, and speech. A state's being conscious,
in whatever way, is one thing and its role in menral processing another.
Since what Block calls access consciousness is itself independenr of any inruirive
notion of consciousness, we can expect that it will occur, as Block mainrains, independently of phenomenality. But there are also complications about phenomenality and what Block calls monitoring consciousness. A state exhibits monitoring consciousness if it's the object of another of the subject's states. So, if phenomenality
does occur independently of monitoring consciousness, it occurs independenrly of
any HOTs. And if phenomenality is indeed a kind of consciousness, then qualitative
states exhibit that kind of consciousness even when unaccompanied by HOTs.
Block's notion of monitoring consciousness, however, conceals a crucial ambiguity. Block inrends that concept to apply only to cases in which it's inruitivelyobvious
that one menral state is the object of another. And that restricts consideration to cases
in which the higher-order state is itselfconscious; it's not monitoring consciousness if

31 "On a Confusion about a Function of Consciousness," The Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 18.
2 Gune 1995): 227-247; review of Daniel C. Dennett. Consciousness Explained, The Journal of
Philosophy, XC, 4 (April 1993): 181-193. p. 184; "Begging the Question against Phenomenal
Consciousness"; and "Consciousness and Accessibility," The Behavioral and Brain Scienus, XIII. 4
(December 1990): 596-598.
32 "Paradox and Cross Purposes in Recent Work on Consciousness," Cognition, 79, 1-2 (April
2001): 197-219, p. 202.
33 "On a Confusion about a Function of Consciousness," p. 231, emphasis Block·s.
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one is in no wayar all aware of rhe higher-order srare. So Block's claim rhar phenomenaliry occurs wirhom monitoring consciousness means only rhar ir occurs withom
conscious monitoring.
Bur rhis in no way conflicrs wirh rhe HOT model. HOTs are seldom conscious,
nor need rhey be conscious for one to be conscious of their rarger srares, and hence
for those rargers to be conscious srares. 34 So the occurrence ofphenomenalirywirhom
conscious moniroring doesn'r rell againsr rhe HOT hyporhesis. The hyporhesis
would face difficulry only if conscious qualirarive srares occurred independenrly even
ofhigher-order srares rhar were nor conscious. Bur rhere is no reason to think thar rhis
ever occurs. Indeed, we could have no inruirive, commonsense reason ro think thar ir
ever does occur. Since we are unaware of any moniroring thar isn'r conscious, there
could be no subjecrive difference berween a case in which nonconscious moniroring
occurs and a case in which ir doesn'r, no difference, rhar is, from rhe poinr of view of
consciousness irself.
There can be no subjecrive reason ro think rhar phenomenaliry occurs withom
nonconscious moniroring srares. Bur Block urges rhar rheorerical considerarions show
rhar phenomenaliry does occur in rhe absence of higher-order moniroring, whether
conscious or nor. In the condirion known as visual exrincrion, subjects presenred with
idenrical objecrs on borh sides of their field of vision report seeing only one, though
there is compelling evidence rhar subjects are also perceprually responsive to rhe srimulus they report nor seeing. 35 Block rakes this to be a case of phenomenaliry wirhom
moniroring; subjecrs "have phenomenal experience ... wirhom knowing ir" ("Paradox and Cross Purposes," p. 203).
Bur rhis inrerprerarion is ar odds wirh Block's official definirion of phenomenaliry
as rhere being something "ir is like ro have an experience" (202). Whar ir's like ro have
an experience is, in the relevanr sense, whar ir's like for one to have rhar experience.
And if one isn'r in anyway aware of an experience, rhere simply isn'r anything ir's like
for one to have ir. 36 Since subjecrs aren'r in any way aware of rhe relevanr experiences

34 We are often conscious of things without being conscious of the states in virtue of which we are
conscious of those things. If I respond to something that I see only subliminally, I am conscious of

that thing, though not, as we mighr say, consciously aware of it. Indeed, I would ptesumably have
been unable to respond to it at all if I was in no way conscious of it.
35 E.g.,
36

the object not consciously seen nonetheless primes for consciously seeing other stimuli.

Replying elsewhete to this point, Block has argued that the televant way in which thete's

something it's like to have a conscious experience does not involve there being anything it's like for
the subject. The additional phrase, he insists, implies having access to oneself, which is unnecessary

for phenomenality ("Biology versus Computation in the Study of Consciousness," The Behavioral
ami Brain Sciences, 20, I [March 1997]: 159- 166, p. 162),
Bur there being something it's like for one does not imply explicit conscious access to oneself.
And some access to oneself, albeit perhaps only nooconscious, must occur if there being something
it's like is to be distinctively subjective. The way in which there is something it's like to have an
experience will involve subjectivity only if there is more to it than, e.g.. what it's like for something
to be a table. We can capture the difference, as Thomas Nagel has noted, only if the subjective case
involves there being something that it's likeftr one. See his "What Is It Like to Be a Bat?", The
Philosophical Review, LXXXIIl, 4 (Octobet 1974): 435-450; reprinted in Nagel, Monal Quesrions,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979, pp. 165-180, at p. 166.
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in visual extinction, there is nothing it's like for them to have those experiences, and
hence no phenomenality, at least on the best understanding of Block's notion. There
are nonconscious states with qualitative propenies, bur there is nothing it's like for
one to have those qualitative properties if one is in no way whatever aware of them. 37
There is an imponant ambiguity in Block's notion of phenomenality. There is
what we can call the thick phenomenality that occurs when there is something it's like
for one to have an experience. Bur there is also the thin phenomenality that occurs
when one is wholly unaware of an experience. Such thin phenomenality consists in
mental qualities of which we aren't in any way conscious.
It's reasonable to speculate that Block's insistence that phenomenality occurs
without monitoring or access consciousness rests on conflating those two things.
Because thickphenomenality involves there being something it's like for one to have
an experience, it cannot occur without one's being in some suitable way conscious of
the state. And that requires one to be in some higher-order srate in vinue ofwhich one
is conscious of the state that exhibits thick phenomenality. The thin phenomenality
that occurs, for example, in visual extinction does occur independently of one's
having any relevant mental access to it. And, since it involves only mental qualities
of which one is unaware, there is nothing it's like for one to have them. All this fits
comfonably with the HOT hypothesis.
Because one is in no way conscious of the thin phenomenality that occurs in visual
extinction, it is not intuitively a kind of consciousness at all. Thick phenomenality
does involve qualitative srates' being conscious. But, even so, it is best not seen as a
distinct kind of consciousness, but simply as a special case of the way mental states
are conscious in general. It is the case in which the state that's conscious is qualitative,
as against those in which the conscious srate is intentional and nonqualitative. There
is only one way mental states are conscious, though the states that are conscious fall
into the two broad categories of the qualitative and the intentional. 38

37 These considerations aside, higher~order conceptual states may well figure in any explanation of
visual extinction. Extinction typically occurs only when subjects are presented with two objects ofthe
same type, even when the two have different colors or shapes. See Robert Rafal and Lynn Robertson,
"The Neurology of Visual Neglect," The Cognitive Neurosciences, ed. Michael S. Gazzaniga et a/.,
Cambridge, Massachuserts: MIT Press, 1995, pp. 625-648, at pp. 625-6. So, for a sensarion ro
be extinguished, the subject must conceptualize the thing sensed as being of the same type as the
thing sensed by another of the subject's current sensations. And that conceptualization must play
a role in the extinction of one sensation, since the two objects must be conceptualized as being of
the same type for extinction to occur. So the conceptualization of the objects sensed as being of the
same type may well affect the way we conceptualize the twO states, themselves. Some higher-order
conceptualization may well in some way figure in visual extinction.
38 The theoretical intuition that what it is for a state to be conscious is different for intentional and
qualirarive states may be due ro the different kinds of process that give rise to HOTs for states of
the two sorts. I discuss the process that ±acilitates HOTs about qualitative states in §VI, below, and
the somewhat different process that facilitates HOTs about intentional states in "Why Are Verbally
Expressed Thoughts Conscious?", ch. 10 in this volume, §5.
I discuss Block's views at greater length in "How Many Kinds of Consciousness," Consciousness
and Cognition, 11, 4 (December 2002): 653-665. and in "The Kinds of Consciousness," MS,
delivered at the University of Oxford Autumn School in Cognitive Neuroscience, October 1998.
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Block's concerns about phenomenality do not undermine the HOT model. Still,
it is sometimes said on different grounds that, however well the HOT model may
deal with the consciousness of thoughts and desires, it cannot capture what it is for
qualitative states to be conscious. As Block stresses, there is always something it's like
for one to be in a conscious qualitative state; by contrast, there is nothing it's like for one
to be in a qualitative state that isn't conscious. The two kinds ofcase differ, on the HOT
hypothesis, because HOTs accompany qualitative states only when they're conscious.
But how, it may be asked, could simply having a thought make the difference between
there being something it's like for one to be in a particular qualitative state and there
not being anything it's like for one? How could the occurrence ofa merely intentional
state result in there being something it's like for one to be in a qualitative state?
We've already seen that having thoughts about one's qualitative states affects the
way those states appear to consciousness. Learning new words for qualities could make
a difference to how we're conscious ofour qualitative states only ifthoughts that these
words could figure in the expression of can make such a difference. What a qualitative stare is like for one is a matter of how one is conscious of it, and hence of how one
represents that state to oneself. And that's a matter, in rum, of how the HOT one has
about the state characterizes it. One's HOT about a qualitative state determines what
it's like for one to be in that state-what it's like qualitatively.
.\1y HOT determines whether what it's like for me is, say, having a conscious experience of magenta or a conscious experience of some nondescripr red. And, since the
HOT one has can make that difference, whether or not one has any relevant HOT
at all can make the difference between there being something it's like for one to be in
a particular state and there being nothing whatever that it's like for one. HOTs need
not have qualitative character for the qualitative states they are about to be conscious
states; they need simply represent those states as having qualitative character. It's in
virtue of HOTs that we are conscious of ourselves as being in states with qualitative
character.
Block rejects the idea that qualitative consciousness is a matter of one's being
conscious of a qualitative state. We're conscious of many things noninferentially
and nonobservationally even though those things don't come to exhibit qualitative
consciousness. He writes: "[E]ven ifI were to come to know about states of my liver
noninferentiallyand nonobservationally (as some people know what time it is), that
wouldn't make those states P[henomenally]-conscious."39
But, as already noted, one's coming to be conscious of a state noninferentially results in its being conscious only if the state is mental to begin with, and liver states
aren't mental. Only if a state is mental will coming to be conscious of it noninferentially result in its having conscious qualitative character. Some liver states do resemble
mental states in tracking and cartying information; some liver states, for example,
track information about blood-glucose levels. But to be mental, a state must be either
an intentional or a qualitative state. Liver states plainly don't qualify as intentional
39 "How Many Concepts of Consciousness?" [Author's Response to Open Peer Commentary on
"On a Confusion about a Function of Consciousness"]' The Behavioral and Brain Sciences, 18, 2
Unne 1995): 272-287, p. 280.
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states; even if one held that they have something like intentional content, they lack
mental attitude, which intentional states all have. And we have good teason not to
count liver states as qualitative states, since they don't interact in any relevant ways
with States and processes we independently know to be mental, such as perceptions.
perceptual thoughrs, and desires.
We can imagine things' being different, so that some liver states did interact with
desites or perceptions. And perhaps those liver states would in that case be mental,
Being noninferentially conscious of them would then result in there being something
it's like for us to be in those states, as happens with the enreroceptive states that detect
conditions of our viscera. Being noninferentially conscious of those states would result in qualitarive consciousness,
Block would contest this, since he holds that coming to know noninferentially
about states of one's mind doesn't result in there being something it's like for one to
be in those states. But that's JUSt what's at issue. And we cannot settle the question by
appeal to introspectively based intuition. Introspection cannot reveal which mental.
but nonconscious, conditions are sufficient for qualitative consciousness, For that
we need an independently wartanted theory. And, as we've seen, there is reason
independent of this question to think that HOTs do make a difference to what it's
like for one to be in qualitative states. And, since HOTs make a difference to what
it's like for one to be in a qualitative state, they can even make the difference
between there being something it's like for one and there being nothing it's like
for one.
It's sometimes held that the HOT model ponrays consciousness as being verbal
and intellectual in a way that misrepresents our everyday stream of consciousness,
Conscious thoughts do have a verbal air to them; we are typically conscious of thoughtS in verbal terms, specifically, in terms of speech acrs that would exptess them. 40
But thoughts that aren't conscious cannot result in any sense of anything verbal or
intellectual. And HOTs are seldom conscious, especially those which occur in connection with our ordinary stream of consciousness.
Still, a sense may persist that the HOT model can't do justice to what it's like for
one to be in conscious states with qualitative properties. One might seek to explain
that persistent sense by appeal to the idea that the model doesn't reveal any rational
connection between a qualitative state's being accompanied by a HOT and thete
being something it's like for one to be in that state. And one mighr urge that such
a rational connection is needed if a qualitative state's being accompanied by a HOT
is to explain what's involved in there being something it's like for one to be in that
state. This objection is in the spirit of Joseph Levine's claim that there is an explanatory gap that precludes any intelligible explanation of conscious qualitative states in
terms of anything physical (see n. 2, above). It also animates David Chalmers's claim
that we cannot reductively explain qualitative consciousness. 4l
40

See "Why Are Verbally Expressed Thoughts Conscious?", §5, and "Content, Interpretation,

and Consciousness," ch. 12 in this volume, §3.
41 David J, Chalmers, The Conscious Mind: In Search ofa Funddmental Theory, New York: Oxford
University Press, 1996,
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Bur the objection relies on untenable demands. Connections among things seem
intelligible to us only against the backdrop ofa theory, whether a scientific or folk theory, which locates those connections in a larger explanatory framework. In advance
ofany such theory, the connections one rype of thing has with another will inevitably
seem arbitrary and unintelligible; connections come ro seem intelligible only when
theorizing forges a structure that embraces them and makes them predictable. 42 On
the HOT hypothesis, a mental state's being conscious consists in one's being conscious of oneself as being in that state by having a HOT to the effect that one is in
it. If that hypothesis is correct, it provides an intelligible connection between HOTs
and there being something it's like for one to be in a qualitative stare. Since we cannot judge whether an intelligible connection obtains independently of judging the
success of some relevant theory, we cannot undermine the theory by insisting that no
connection obtains independent of such a theory.
Levine urges that the situation with conscious qualitative states differs in an imponant way from other cases of explanation, such as that which results from establishing
that water is identical with H 2 0. In the water case, he insists, "once all the relevant
informarion is supplied, any request for explanation of the identit[y] is quite unintelligible." Bur when we identifY a rype of qualitative state with some rype of neural
state, he maintains, "it still seems quire intelligible to wonder how it could be true,
or whar explains it, even after the relevant physical and functional facts are filled in"
(Purple Haze, pp. 81-2).
Bur it isn't simply such facts thar make the identiry ofwarer with H 2 0 seem intelligible, bur a larger theory in which the relevant identity is embedded. If we had a
successful theory that embraced both qualitative and neural states, identities between
the two types ofstate would seem intelligible as well. The apparent disanalogy Levine
notes is due only to there currently being no such widely accepted theory for qualitative and neural srares. The HOT hypothesis, moreover, helps show what such a
theory will look like, by describing in mental rerms the higher-order states necessary
for qualitative consciousness, states we can hope someday to identifY in neural terms
as well.
The sense that such intelligibility will not be fonhcoming very likely stems in significant measure from a prior theoretical conviction that qualitative mental propenies
aren't the son of propenies that will ever yield to an informative account. And, if no
informarive account of qualitative propenies is possible, no theory can forge comprehensible structures and connections that involve those qualities. If we can't say
anYthing informative about qualitative properties, how can the connections they have
with other things be rationally intelligible?
42 See my "Reductionism and Knowledge," in How Many Questions!: Essays in Honor ofSidney
Morgenbesser, ed. Leigh S. Cauman, Isaac Levi, Charles Parsons, and Roben Schwartz, Indianapolis:

Hackett Publishing Co., 1983, pp. 276-300.
Even when the connections within a theory are intelligible and rational, we would still need
bridge laws that connect the irems the theory posits, in this ctSe HOTs, to the items the theory
is meant to explain. in this case conscious qualitative states. And those bridge laws will themselves

come to seem rational and intelligible only once the success of the theory makes the explanations it
provides seem obvious and familiar.
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Indeed, those who advocate an explanatory gap for mental qualities seldom say
anything informative about the nature of those qualitative mental properties. And
that lends some support to the diagnosis of pessimism about finding intelligible connections as stemming from a conviction that no informarive account of mental qualities is possible.
But not giving an informative account of what qualitative properties are is not a
setious option. When theotists make claims about qualitative states and their distinguishing qualitative properties, we need ro know what they're talking about ifwe're to
be able to understand and evaluate their claims. We cannot acquiesce in the unhelpful
thought that we all know the qualitative when we see it. That would amount to picking the phenomenon out in purely ostensive terms, which leaves too much open for
us to tell whether we can explain the phenomenon in a way that makes it intelligible.
And as we've seen, it begs important theoretical questions simply to say that qualitative properties are those which involve the traditional conundra. Indeed, absent some
independent account of what qualitative properties are, we cannot even determine
whether those conundra, the explanatory gap included, obtain at all. So I turn now
to the task of giving an informative account of qualitative mental properties.

IV. MENTAL QUALITIES AND PERCEPTIBLE PROPERTIES
I've argued that a qualitarive state's being conscious consists in one's being conscious
of oneself as being in a state with the relevant qualitative properties. So we cannot
appeal to such consciousness to explain what qualitative properties are, but must
instead give an account of those properties that proceeds independendy of whethet
the states that have such properties are conscious.
As we saw in section I, it overshoots to claim that qualitative states, unlike nonmental, physiological states, are invariably conscious. Rather, qualitative states are
states that can occur consciously, whereas their nonmental, physiological counterparts cannot.
Sensations of red typically result from certain characteristic stimulus conditions,
roughly, from visual stimulation in good illumination by ted objects. Similarly for
other perceptual and bodily sensations. The traditional view, articulated by Aristotle,
is that the mental qualities of perceptual sensations are litetally identical with the
commonsense perceptible properties of physical objects.43 But the property of being
red that physical objects have is plainly not the same as the property of being ted
that visual sensations exhibit. 44 For one thing, sensations aren't objects at all; they
"[S]ensing receives sensible forms without their marrer" (de Anima, B12, 424aI8-19).
See my "The Colors and Sbapes of Visual Experiences," in Consciousness and Intentionality:
Models and Mod4J.ities ofAttribution, ed. Denis Fiserre, Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic Publishers,
1999, pp. 95-118.
The insistence that mental qualities are distinct from the commonsense perceptible properties of
physical objects is by no means new. See, e.g., George Berkeley, A New Theory of Vision, in The
Works ofGeorge Berkeley, ed. A. A. Luce and T. E. Jessop, London: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1948,
I, §158; Thomas Reid, Essays on the Intellectual Powers ofMan, ed. Baruch A. Brody, Cambridge,
43
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are states of sentient cteamres, and hence states of objects. So the redness of a sensation, unlike that of a physical object, is a property not of an object, but of a state of
an object.
Although the redness of perceptual sensations isn't the same property as the redness of visible objects, an echo of that Aristotelian doctrine sometimes persists in the
claim that there is only one property properly called redness. Physics requires that
every property of physical objects is mathematically describable, and the commonsense qualitative character of physical redness seems to resist any such mathematical
description. This has led many to urge that physical objects aren't literally colored at
all; colors and other qualitative properties, on this view, are actually mental qualities,
not properties of phvsical objects. We accommodate the strictures of a mathematical
physics by relocating the commonsense perceptible qualities ofphysical objects to the
mental realm. 11J.is view echoes the Aristotelian claim in its denial that there ate two
distinct types of qualitative property, mental qualities and commonsense perceptible
properties.
I've argued elsewhere45 that this relocation picture distorts our understanding of
mental qualities, in part because it implies that sensations are intrinsically conscious.
Whatever pressure exists to relocate commonsense physical qualities applies only insofar as those properties resist mathematical description, and they resist mathematical
description only when we're conscious of them. Since we need to relocate commonsense physical properties only insofar as we're conscious of them, we end up conceiving of the relocated mental vetsions as properties ofwhich we are invariably conSCIOUS.

But the relocation picture and its attendant distortions is not the only way we
can accommodate the demands of a mathematical physics. We can instead identifY
perceptible physical qualities with appropriate mathematically describable properties.
Commonsense physical red, for example, will be a particular reflectance property of
physical objects or, more precisely, the set of reflectance properties that yield the
right ratio of stimulation for the three light-sensitive elements of the daylight visual
system. 46 We cannot specifY the relevant sets except by reference to the discriminative
abilities characteristic of the human visual system. But that presents no problem.
Commonsense physical colors are those very sets of reflectance properties, howevet
we come to pick them out and, indeed, whether or not anybody ever does pick them
out. They are objective properties that physical objects have independently of ever
being perceived.
What, then, are the properties, such as redness and greenness, which characterize
our visual sensations? It won't work to try to understand those mental qualities as in
Massachusetts: MIT Press, 1969, II, xvi, p. 244: and G. E. Moore, "A Replyro My Critics," in The
Philosoplry ofG. E. Moore, ed. Paul Arthur Schilpp, La Salle, Illinois: Open Court, 1942,535-677,
at pp. 655-658.
"Sensory Qualiry and the Relocation Srory."
Still more precisely, we can identify each particular commonsense color property of a physical
objecr with the specrra! teflectance of that objecr multiplied by the absorption spectra of the three
45

46

types of cone.
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some way corresponding individually to commonsense physical red and green, much
less to the reflectance properties with which we identify those commonsense physical
colors. The individual qualitative properties of perceptual sensations do not resemble
or in any other way match their individual physical counterparts.
But there is an imponanr correspondence at the level of families ofpropenies. The
mental qualities of red and green that visual sensations exhibit belong to a family of
properties whose similarities and differences correspond to the similarities and differences that hold among the commonsense color properties of physical objects. Just as
commonsense physical red, for example, is closer to orange than to blue, so the mental
quality of red is closer to the mental quality of orange than it is to the mental quality
of blue. Similarly for all mental qualities of color.47
The same holds for sensations of other modalities. In each case, the ways the various mental qualities resemble and differ from one another are homomorphic ro the
ways the corresponding perceptible propenies of physical objects and events resemble
and differ. A sensarion of the sound of a trumpet, for example, resembles a sensation
of the sound of a woodwind more than it does a sensation of the sound of a violin.
This homomorphism account holds even for the various types of bodily sensation.
The similarities and differences that characterize perceptual sensations for each
modality are homomorphic to the similarities and differences that are discriminable
among the perceptible properties accessible by way of that modality. Similarly,
we describe bodily sensations in terms that are borrowed from the stimuli that
characteristically occasion those sensations, and do so in a way that preserves
discriminable similarities and differences. The pains we call sharp and dull, for
example, typically result from sharp and dull objects, just as burning or stinging pains
typically result from objects that burn or sting, and tickling sensations from ticklish
stimuli. And sharp pains resemble sringing pains more than dull pains and resemble
dull pains more than tickles.
Such homomorphisms enable us to extrapolate even from the geometrical properties of physical objects to the mental qualities that figure in spatial sensing and perceiving. We see colors as spatially bounded by various visible sizes and shapes. So the
visual sensations in virtue ofwhich we see physical colors as thus bounded must not
47 See "The Independence of Consciousness and Sensory Qualiry," and "Sensory Qualiry and the
Relocation Story," chs. 5 and 6 in this volume, "The Colots and Shapes of Visual Expetiences,"
"Explaining Consciousness," in Philosophy o/Mind: Classical and Contemporary Readings, ed. David
J. Chalmers, New York: Oxford Universiry Press, 2002, pp. 406-421, §§III-V, and "Subjective
Character and Reflexive Content." Philosophy and Phenomenological Research. 68, I (January 2004):
191-198.
Cf. Wilfrid Sellars' view that "visual impressions srand to one another in a sysrem of ways of
resembling and differing which is structurally similar to the ways in which the colours and shapes
of visible objects resemble and diffi:r" ("Empiricism and the Philosophy of Mind," in his Science,
Perception and Reality (SPR). London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1963, pp. 127-196. at p. 193).
See also Sellars' "Being and Being Known," SPR 41-59, "Phenomenalism," SPR 60-105. esp.
91-95, and "Foundations for a Metaphysics of Pure Ptocess," The Monist. LXIV, I (January 1981):
3-90. Cf. also Christopher Peacocke's discussion ofwhat he calls sensational properties in "Colour
Concepts and Colour Experiences," Synthese, LVIII. 3 (March 1984): 365-381, and Sense and
Content, Oxford: Oxford Univetsiry Press. 1983.
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only have mental qualities of color, but must also have associated mental qualities of
size and shape. These spatial aspects ofvisual states cannot be spatial propenies of the
son that physical objects exhibit, since the spatial properties of visual states constiture mental boundaries of mental color qualities, not boundaries of physical objeers.
And to do so, those spatial propenies must themselves be mental qualities of size and
shape. 48
Similarly for other modalities. Spatial mental qualities ofshape and size are determined in each modality by the mental boundaries among the content qualities charaereristic of that modality, color for vision, pressure and resistance for touch, and so
fonh. And, because the content qualities that determine mental sizes and shapes differ
from one modality to another, we cannot assume that those spatial mental qualities
are themselves the same propenies across modalities; indeed, it would be surprising if
they were. The similarities and differences among spatial mental qualities are in evety
modality homomorphic to those which hold among the physical propenies of size
and shape. Bur homomorphism allows for distiner sets of mental qualities to correspond to those physical sizes and shapes. And, because these spatial mental qualities
are presumably distiner properties from one modality to another, the perceiving of
physical objeers requires that these spatial qualities be calibrated across modalities. I'll
return to this cross-modal calibration in section VII.
In addition to sensing things as having size and shape, we sense things as having
spatial location. Bur the mental qualities that penain to spatial location behave differently in an interesting respeer from other mental qualities. One can at any moment
have many visual sensations that exhibit a particular type ofmental color, mental size,
or mental shape. Bur, as Austen Clark has noted, if there are mental qualities that pertain to visual location, they would each be instantiated only once, since each type of
location quality would pertain to a unique position in the visual field. 49 So, unlike
mental qualities of color, size, and shape, there can at any given moment be only one
mental location quality of any particular type.
According to Clark, mental qualities must be able to be multiply instantiated in
the way mental color qualities are. So he concludes that there are no mental qualities
oflocation that figure in the spatial aspeer of sensing. 50 But mental qualities need
not be multiply instantiable in that way. Just as the mental color qualities determine
visual mental qualities of size and shape, so the arrangements of those mental colors
also determine various mental spatial relations; each mental color patch is above or

48

Because the spatial mental qualities determine boundaries of the mental colors of qualitative

states, the retinotopic adjacency relations of neural activation in primary visual cortex (VI) cannot
themselves constitute those spatial mental qualities.
49 A Theory ofSentience, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000, pp. 56-57. See also his "FeaturePlacing and Proto-Objects" and "Sensing, Objects, and Awareness: Reply to Commentators,"
Philosophical Psychowgy, 17, 4 (December 2004): 443-469 and 553- 579, in a useful issue devoted
to A Theory ofSentieru:e.
so For that reason he also tejects the notion of a visual field, construed as an array of visual mental
qualities; see A Theory of Sentience, chs. 2 and 3, passim, "Feature-Placing and Proro-Objects,"
§II, and Clark's "Three Varieries ofVisual Field," Phiwsophical Psychoibgy, 9, 4 (December 1996):

477-495.
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below and to the lefr Ot tight ofvarious others. And those mental spatial telations in
tum determine the unique mental location quality that pertains to each color patch.
Similarly for the othet modalities. 51
Though no mental location quality is multiply instantiated, the mental spatial relations oflefr, right, above, and below that determine those mental locations are multiply instantiated. And those mental relations together define a mental qualitative field
fot each modality. As with other mental qualities, mental spatial telations and mental
locations tesemble and differ from one another in ways homomorphic to the similarities and diffetences that hold among the perceptible spatial relations and locations of
physical objects. So the mental qualities of location and the mental spatial relations
that determine them are all anchored in the spatial properties of perceptible objects
and properties. But as in other cases, the anchoring does not occur quality by quality,
bur by way of the entire family of televant qualities. The result is a uniform treatmenr
of spatial and content mental qualities in terms of such homomorphisms.
Visual access to shape and access to color are in part subserved by distinct cortical
areas that specialize in processing the twO types ofinformation. As is well known, this
fits with Anne Treisman's important finding that illusory conjunctions of color and
shape sometimes occur, in which subjects see visual shapes with the colors switched.
This all points ro the operation early in visual processing of some mechanism that
combines color and visual shape, and sometimes does so inaccurately. 52 So there is
a binding problem abour how the visual system produces sensations with particular
mental colors and shapes.
Clark urges that such binding of mental colors with mental shapes cannot rely on
mental qualities of location, since that would in tum require the binding of both
mental qualities of color and shape to those oflocation. 53 But the relevant binding
does not rely on any additional mental qualities, but rather results from subpersonal
visual mechanisms that subserve the production of sensations with mental colors and
shapes at particular mental locations. So the need for such binding very likely imposes
no constraints on an acceptable account of those mental qualities.
Indeed, the very appeal to homomorphisms itself suggestS that mental color qualities never occur withour some mental shape, nor visual qualities ofshape without some
mental color. Mental colors resemble and differ in ways homomorphic to the similarities and differences among petceptible physical colors. And, because perceptible
color patches invariably occur with some perceptible shape, those shapes are among
51 In vision, though not in all modalities, the edges ofthe qualitative fidd, defined by the absence
of any further mental content qualities, also figure in determining mental location.
52 Tteisman, "Features and Objects in Visual Processing," Scientific American, 255, 5 (November
1986): 114-125; "Features and Objects: The Fourteenth Bartlert Memorial Lecture," Quarter,",
Journal o[Experimental Psychology, 40A, 2 (May 1988): 201-237; "Consciousness and Petceptual
Binding," in Th. Unity o[ Conscw..sness: Binding. Integration, and Dissociation, Axd Cleeremans,
ed., Oxford: Clarendon Press, pp. 95-113; and Anne Tteisman and Stephen Gormican, "Feature
Analysis in Early Vision: Evidence from Search Asymmetries," Psychologkal Review, 95, 1 (January
1988): 15-48.
Cf. Clark, A Theory ofSentience, pp. 46 and 65.
53 A Theory o[Sentience, pp. 62-63.
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the ways perceptible color patches resemble and diffet. So mental colot qualities will
invariably resemble and differ in corresponding ways, resulting in mental qualities of
shape. 54 Similar considerations apply to mental qualities of location. These considetations help explain why, illusory conjunctions notwithstanding, visual sensations
never seem to occur with mental color but no mental shape, or conversely.
This homomorphism theory of mental qualities does not rely on the taxonomy of
perceptible properties that physics imposes on those properties. 55 The similariry metric of physics typically does not define similarities and differences among perceprible properties that correspond to the similarities and differences characteristic of an
organism's mental qualities. Nor can we count in general on neural excitations' being
arranged in ways that match in any relevant way the similarities and differences that
define a space of mental qualities.
What's needed, rather, is a similariry metric that reflects how readily the organism
discriminates the properties, which properties the organism can't differentiate. and
how many qualitative differences are discernible between any two properties. These
things define for each modaliry a qualiry space, which varies from one species to the
next and, in slight ways that don't marter, from one individual to another. 56 What
matters is not the taxonomy of physics, but the taxonomy that reflects the organism's
54

For a similar argument, see Sellars, "The Adverbial Theory of the Objects of Sensation,"

Metaphiwsophy, VI, 2 (April 1975): 144-160, §ll.
For more on these issues, see my "Color, Mental Location, and the Visual Field," Consciousness

and Cognition, 9, 4 (April 2001): 85-93, replying to Peter W. Ross, 'The Location Problem for
Color Subjectivism," Comciousness and Cognition, IX (2001): 42-58, who defends a view similar to
Clark·s.
Aod for more on the sparial qualiries that figure in perceiving, see Douglas B. Meehan, ''The
Qualitative Character of Sparial Perception," Ph.D. Dissertation, CUNY Graduate Center, in
preparation.
5, For theorists who deny that physical objects can exhibit oommonsense color and sound, there
will be no alrernarive to the similariry metric thar physics provides for perceptible properties. But as
already noted, we can identify such commonsense perceptible properties with properties acceprable
to physics and still taXonomize those properties along commonsense lines.
For reasons to reject the claim that color and sound as common sense conceives of them cannot

be properties of physical objecrs, see "Sensory Quality and the Relocation Story."
56 Even for mental qualities that pertain to size, shape. and spatial arrangement. the operative
similarities and diffetences of physical space are those which the otganism can discriminate by way
of the sensory modality in question. They are not abstract geometrical similarities and differences.
For an illuminating discussion of the difference, see Robert Schwartz, Vi<ion: Variatiom on Some
Berkeleian The71U!s, Oxford: Blaekwell, 1994, esp. chs. 1 and 2.
On the notions of two qualities' matching ot being just noticeably diffetent, see Nelson
Goodman, The Structure of Appearance, Cambtidge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1951, pp. 222-226 and 256-258 (2nd edn., Indianapolis: Bobbs-Mettill, 1966, pp. 273-277,
311-313: 3rd edn., Dordtecht-Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1977, pp. 197-200,226-7).
Goodman convincingly argues that we must take the notion of matching as more basic. On the
notion of a creatute's quality space see W. V. Quine, "Natural Kinds," in his Ontological Relativity
and Other Essays, New York and London: Columbia University Press, 1969, pp. 114-138, at pp.
123-128.
The construction of any quality space involves some choice about how to order the constituent:
qualities, and different methods ofordering may result in different or even incommensurable quality
spaces. See, e.g., Jan J. Koendetink and Andrea J. van Doorn, "Perspectives on Colout Space," in
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ability to discern similarities and differences among the properties it can perceive. In
the human case, the quality space that results from our ability to discriminate perceptible properties leads to a taxonomy of mental qualities that conforms to the commonsense classifications of human folk psychology.'?
Mental qualities are properties of states in virtue ofwhich an organism responds to
a range ofperceptible properties. The individual mental qualities ofeach modality are
defined by their positions in a quality space that's homomorphic to the quality space
of the perceptible properties accessible to that modality. So, when a qualitative state
is conscious, we're conscious of the qualities that distinguish that state in a way that
reflects those similarities and differences. Each HOT will thus describe its target qualitative state in terms of the position that state occupies in the relevant quality space,
that is. by reference to the ways in which that state resembles and differs from others
in its fumily of qualities.
The quality spaces operative here are determined solely by the organism's
discriminative abilities. Bur the states in virtue ofwhich humans and other organisms
discriminate perceptible properties need not be conscious srates. So this dependence
on discriminative abilities in no way implies that the relevant qualitative states are
conscious. Qualitarive states must be conscious for us to discriminate introspectively
among their mental qualities. Bur just as physical objects have the perceptible
properties whether or not any creature perceives them, so the defining similarities and
differences among mental qualities hold independently of one's being conscious of
those qualities.
We do sometimes appeal to conscious cases when we describe these relations of
similarity and difference. But those relations are at bottom a function ofan organism's
discriminative powers in perceiving things, and do not depend on the deliverances of
introspection. Rather, we are conscious ofqualitative states in terms ofthe relations of
similarity and difference that figure in perceiving, and introspection, which is simply
a reflective way ofbeing conscious of mental states, follows suit. HOTs describe qualitative states in terms of those similarities and differences; introspection is simply the
special case in which those HOTs are conscious, so that we are conscious of their targets in a way that's attentive and deliberate. 58
CokJUr Perception: Mind and the Physical World, ed. Rainer Mausfeld and Dierer Heyer, Oxford:
Clarendon Press. 2003, pp. 1- 56; Rainer Mausfeld, "'Colour' as Pan of the Format of Different
Perceptual Ptimitives: The Dual Coding of Colout," in Mausfeld and Heyer, pp. 381-434: and
R. Duncan Luce, Donald Hollinan, Michael D'Zmura, Geoffrey Iverson, and A. Kimball Romney,
eds., Geometric Representations ofPerceptual Phenomena: Papers in Honor of Tarow [,uiow on His
70th BirthdAy, Mahwah, New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1995.
57 So the similarities and differences among both mental qualities and the perceprible properties
of physical objects will all figure in the commonsense psychological platitudes David Lewis invokes
in the functionalist account he develops of mental states. See his "An Argument for the Identity
Thesis," The Journal of Phiwsophy, LXIII, 1 Oanuaty 6, 1966): 17-25, "Psychophysical and
Theoretical Identifications," Australasian Journal ofPhilosophy, L, 3 (December 1972): 249-258,
and "Reduction of Mind," in A Companion to the Philosophy ofMind, ed. Samuel Gurtenplan,
Oxford; Basil Blackwell, 1994, pp. 412-431, rep rimed in his Papers in MetaplJysics andEpistemo~,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999, pp. 291-324.
58 See "Introspection and Self-Interpretation."
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Mental qualities are properties of states that figure in the perceptual functioning
of a particular sensory modality, and whose similarities and differences are
homomorphic ro those which hold among the properties perceptible by that
modality. That gives us a way, independent ofqualitative states' evet being conscious,
to distinguish those states from the nonmental, physiological states that figure in
transmitting perceptUal information to the mind. It also allows us to distinguish
among the various qualitative properties in a way that's alrogether independent of
consciousness. So there is no mystery about how a state can exhibit mental qualities
even when it isn't conscious.
Nor is there any mystery about there being something thar ir's like for one to be
in states with those qualities when those states are conscious. There is something it's
like fot one to be in a qualitative state when one is conscious ofoneselfas being in that
state. And that's just a matter of one's having a HOT that represents one as being in
a state with the relevant qualitative properties, understood in terms of their positions
in the televant quality space.
It's sometimes said that an account ofqualitative consciousness should explain why
each conscious qualitative state has the qualitative character it does. The present view
suggests an explanation. Each mental quality is fixed by its position in a space ofpropetties that's characteristic of the sensory modality in question. And being conscious
of oneself as being in a state with that mental quality fixes the conscious qualitative
character of a conscious state with that quality. Each conscious qualitative state has
the conscious qualitative character it does because one is conscious of that state as
occupying a position in a mental quality space homomorphic to that of a patticular
propetty in the corresponding space of perceptible propetties.
Mental red is that property in the quality space ofmental colors which occupies the
position in that space homomorphic to the position that perceptible ted occupies in
the quality space of physical colors. Since the mental colors figure only in visual perception, they do nOt in any relevant way resemble or differ from the mental qualities
of any other sensoty modality.
Many of out conscious petceptUal experiences, however, involve more than one
sensoty modality. If I consciously see and hear a car moving, the experience of the
car that I am conscious of involves both visual and auditoty mental qualities. This is
a futther strike against the inner-sense theory considered earlier of how it is that we
are conscious of our conscious expetiences. Since mental qualities are all specific to a
single modality, higher-order sensing couldn't captute the cross-modal character that
many of our petceptions exhibit. HOTs, by contrast, can readily operate across modalities. Since thoughts can have any content whatevet, HOTs can make us conscious
of perceptions in respect of all the mental qualities of a perception, whatever their
modality. I'll say more about such cross-modal perceiving in section VII.
V. HOMOMORPHISM THEORY AND HIGHER-ORDER
THOUGHTS
The appeal to homomorphisms provides just what's needed for HOTs to characterize
qualitative states. The mental qualities specific to each modality are properties fixed
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by relations of similarity and difference that are homomorphic to those which hold
among the relevant perceptible properties. Once a creature has in place a family of
concepts for the properties perceptible by some modaliry, it can extrapolate to new
concepts that apply to the states in virtue of which it perceives those properties.
Such extrapolation occurs by forming a new family of concepts for properties of
states by virtue of which the creature has access to a particular range of perceptible
properties. The properties the new concepts determine resemble and differ in ways
homomorphic to the ways the relevant perceptible properties do. Those new concepts can then figure in HOTs in virtue ofwhich the creature comes to be conscious
of itself as being in states with the mental qualities in question. The families of concepts HOTs use to represent the mental qualities of each modaliry are adaptations of
families of concepts that apply to the properties perceptible by that modaliry.
For convenience, I'll use the terms 'red', 'green', and so on to refer only to the colors of physical objects, referring to the corresponding mental qualities ofvisual sensations as red', green', and so forth. A mental qualiry counts as red' if it resembles and
differs from other color' properties in ways that parallel the similarities and differences that commonsense physical red bears to other physical color properties. When
a sensation is conscious as a red' sensation, the HOT in virtue of which one is conscious of the sensation in that way describes it in those terms. The HOT describes
that target sensation as having a qualiry whose position in the qualiry space of colors'
is homomorphic to the position of commonsense physical red in the qualiry space of
physical colors.
The similarities and differences that fix each family of qualitative properties reflect
the similarities and differences characteristic of the corresponding perceptible properties. Still, it may often be that an organism is not aware of differences among its
mental qualities in a way that's as fine grained as the discriminations it makes among
the corresponding perceptible properties. The qualitative states an organism is conscious of may not reflect all the slight differences that can figure in its perceptual
functioning.
This fits with the observation in section II abour wine tasting, that we can come
to be conscious of our mental qualities in increasingly fine-grained ways. When that
happens, the way we're conscious of our mental qualities comes to approximate more
closely the similarities and differences that we can perceptually discriminate, independently of consciousness. Qualitative consciousness reflects the defining similarities and differences among the qualitative states that figure in perceiving; it does not
determine those similarities and differences.
As also noted in section II, we can often consciously discern slight differences
among qualities presented together, even though we wouldn't be conscious of those
differences if the qualities occurred separately. The natural explanation is that we're
conscious of these slight qualitative differences only comparatively; we're conscious of
one mental color, for example, as being lighter or more saturated or having a bit more
of some particular hue than another. And, when qualities occur together, we have a
basis for such comparisons that's absent when they occur on their own.
This explanation lends suppOrt to the idea that the HOTs in virtue ofwhich we're
conscious of mental qualities are cast in terms of the very similarities and differences
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that according to homomorphism theory define those qualities. On homomorphism
theory, the concepts in respect of which we're conscious of mental qualities are all
at bottom comparative. Concepts for specific colors, such as red and green, in effect
involve a quick way of referring to an especially salient region in the relevant qualiry
space. Thus, when we're conscious ofa visual state as being generically red" and not as
having any more specific shade", we're conscious of that state as belonging to a particular region of the mental qualiry space, but not conscious of its having any more
specific location. Similarly for concepts of salient qualities in other modalities.
The HOTs in virtue of which each qualitative state is conscious characterizes that
state in terms of various ways it resembles and differs from other qualitative states in
its family. But it may seem that inttospective consciousness conRiers with this idea.
When we focus introspectively on the way we are conscious of our qualitative states,
it's inviting to think that we are conscious of each state not comparatively, but only
in respect of its individual mental qualities.;9
When we introspect, we typically focus on a particular qualitative state to the exclusion of others that may at that time be in our stream of consciousness. And that may
engender a sense that we are conscious of the target state solely in noncomparative
terms. But our not comparing a state to other concurrent states doesn't show that we
are not conscious of its mental qualities in comparative terms. We are conscious of
qualitative states comparatively not because we always compare them to other concurrent qualities, but because we are conscious of them in terms oftheir relative locations
in a relevant quality space. And we can be conscious of those relative locations in more
or less fine-grained ways.
There are situations that make it obvious that this is so. One sometimes shifts introspectively between two visual qualities of very similar shades of red" so as to capture
for oneself the slight difference between them. One doesn't fix the way one is conscious of each independently of how one is conscious of the other and then compare
the two. Rather, it is in consciously comparing them that one captures for oneself
the way one is conscious of each. Our conscious comparisons of concurrent mental
qualities enhance the specificity of the way we are conscious of each.
Homomorphism theory suggests an explanation for the perceptual adaptation that
occurs, for example, shortly after putting on sunglasses. Our color" sensations seem
different to us just after putting sunglasses on, but we soon come to be conscious of
those color" qualities in what seems to be a largely normal way. The initial difference
is easy to understand. We are conscious ofcolor" qualities in respect of the similarities
and differences among them, and the color" sensations we have on first putting on
sunglasses differ strikingly from those we previously had.
But that difference soon stops playing any role in how we're conscious ofour visual
sensations, and we come to be conscious ofthem only in respect ofcurrent similarities
and differences, rather than in comparison with the sensations we had earlier. Since
the new similarities and differences largely parallel those which ordinarily hold, we
come to be conscious of the colors of things as resembling and differing in roughly

;9

I am grateful 10 David Pereplyotchik for pressing this concern.
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the way they otdinarily do. So we come to see things as having their ordinary colors,
and to be conscious of ourselves as having the color' sensarions we would expect to
have in those circumstances. Something similar doubtless happens with goggles that
distort the shapes of things. As one adapts to the initial disparities between visual and
tactile input, one recalibrates the shapes' of one's visual sensations by adjusting the
similarities and differences that define those visual shapes' 60
What properties can figure in a qualitative states' being conscious? Can HOTs
describe sensations nor only in terms of properties that are intuitively qualitative, but
other properties as well? Could a HOT, for example, describe a gustatory sensation
of wine not just as tannin' or robust', but as Merlot', or even Merlot-1991"?61
There is no reason why not. When HOTs describe mental qualiries, they can borrow
concepts for any perceptible properties we can discern and locate within some suirable
qualiry space. Indeed, as noted earlier, we're sometimes conscious of mental qualities
in terms of characteristic kinds of objects, for example, banana yellow' as against
lemon yellow". Our concepts for mental qualities trade on adapting for use in HOTs
any strucrures of similarity and difference relations that hold among families of
perceptible properties.
Since HOTs must be noninferential, the concepts they use must apply in an intuitively unmediated way. And, since concepts for mental qualities derive from concepts
for perceptible properties, one must be able to apply those concepts as well in a way
that's relatively fluent and automatic. The HOTs of somebody inexperienced with
wine won't be able to describe guStatoty states as tannin" or robust", to say nothing
ofMerlot-1991'. But when one does readily discriminate perceptible similarities and
differences, concepts cast in terms of parallel similarities and differences will readily
pick out corresponding mental qualities, and so can figure in HOTs.
Still, it's unlikely that individual mental qualities correspond to all the things we
can perceptually discriminate in a fluent way. It's unlikely, for example, that there are
individual mental qualities for individual faces or for the Chrysler Building. Mental
qualities resemble and differ from one another in ways parallel to the similarities and
differences among the properties perceptible by that modality. But there is no family
of perceptible properties the similarities and differences among which enable us to
discriminate faces or buildings. Rather, the relevant visual appearances are complex
constructions from many basic colors, shapes, sizes, and spatial arrangements. The
distinctive unitary feel thar attaches to what it's like for one to see a familiar face or
building results not from the occurrence of some individual mental qualiry, but from

60 This type of adjustment may also help explain the spatial adaptation that occurs with inverting
goggles Ot prisms, though these cases are somewhat more complex, especially because they involve
not merely cross-modal calibration. but also alterations in sensorimotor control. For a striking study
of some of the complexities, see T. A. Marrin, J. G. Keating, H. P. Goodkin, A. J. Bastian, and
W. T. Thach, "Throwing while Looking through Prisms," Brain, 119 (1996): 1183-1198. I am
grateful to James Bopp for calling this work to my attention. For perceptual adaptation in general
see Irvin Rock., The Nature o[PercepmaIAdaptation, New York: Basic Books, 1966.
61 I am grateful to Schwartz for pressing this concern, in "Senses and Sensation," at the 21st
Annual Meeting of the Cognitive Science Society, Vancouver, August 20,1999.
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processing well downstream from whatever qualities figure in seeing and discerning
rhose things.
Homomorphism theory provides informative descriptions of mental qualities that
dispel the air of mystery that seems to surround those qualities, by helping us understand both the nature of those properties and how it is that we're conscious of them.
Some theorists have recently soughr to explain the way we're conscious of mental
qualiries by appeal to a kind of concept that's special to the way we recognize things.
We somerimes recognize something even though we can't say whar type of thing it is:
so perhaps that'S also the way we're conscious of mental qualities. Perhaps we are conscious ofmental qualities by applying purely recognitional concepts to those qualities.
If we are conscious of mental qualities by way of some such purely recognitional
concepts, those concepts would apply mental qualities demonstratively, solely in virtue of a qualiry's being of a type that one recognizes. And it's sometimes urged that
the absence of any further conceptual content explains the intuitive sense we have that
such qualities are somehow indescribable, while avoiding the conclusion that they are
on that accounr mysterious. Such purely recognitional concepts might even, therefore, provide content to the higher-order states in virtue ofwhich we are conscious of
mental qualities. 62
There is reason, however, to doubt that concepts are ever purely recognitional in
this way. Even when we recognize something without knowing what type of thing it
is, we always can say something about it. 63 And homomorphism theory in any case
provides a more satisfactory explanation of the apparent difficulty in describing mental qualities. Mental qualities seem indescribable only because our concepts for them
are at bottom comparative. But the comparative character of those concepts doesn't
prevent them from figuring informatively in the way we are conscious of our mental qualities. Our comparative concepts for mental qualities reflect the comparisons
we make among corresponding perceptible properties, which are in turn anchored by
the properties we know objects of various sortS to have. The resulting comparative
concepts for mental qualities can accordingly provide content to the HOTs in virtue
ofwhich we're conscious of our qualitative states.
Homomorphism theory determines the mental qualities that occur in each
modaliry. Can such an approach also fix conceptual content? Arguably not.
62

For examples of higher-order theories that invoke purely recognitional concepts, see Lycan.

"The Superiority of HOP to HOT," p. 109, and Peter Carruthers, "HOP ovet FOR, HOT
Theoty," also in Gennaro, pp. 115-135, §IlI.
On purely recognitional concepts, see Brian Loar, "Phenomenal States," in Ned Block, Owen
Flanagan, and Giiven Giizeldere, eds., The Nature ofConsciousness: Phik>sophical Debates, Cambridge,
Massachusetts: MIT Press/Bradford Books, 1997, pp. 597-616.
63 See "Varieties of Higher-Ordet Theory," §§IlI and IV.
Because 'recognize' is factive, recognizing is always accurate. So it may be that the appeal ofpurely
recognitional concepts in this context is due in part to the continuing influence of the traditional
claim that the mind is transparent to consciousness.

See also Jerty Fodor, "There Axe No Recognitional Concepts-Nor Even RED" and 'There
Axe No Recognitional Concepts-Not Even RED, Part 2: The Plot Thickens," in Fodor, In
Critical Condition: Polemical Essays on Cognitive Science and the Philosophy ofMind, Cambridge,
Massachusetts: MIT Press/Bradford Books, 1998, pp. 35-47,49-62.
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Homomorphism theory fixes qualities by teference to families of similarities and
differences among properties petceptible by particular modalities. But there are no
such families to use in fixing intentional content. Homomorphisms cannot operate
on the totality ofeverything one can fotm a concept of, since there are no well-defined
similatities and differences that hold among all such things. 64
Dogs bear no suitable relations of similariry and difference to everything else we
can fotm a concept of; so we can't appeal to such relations to fix the concept of a dog.
But maybe we can appeal instead to the ways dogs resemble and differ from things
within some suitable family of things, such as mammals or animals. If so, commonsense raxonomic schemes might enable homomorphism theory to apply to conceptual
content aftet alL Perhaps such taxomonies can ptovide families of similarities and differences among the things for which we have concepts, thereby fixing the concepts in
corresponding families by reference to parallel similatities and differences. 65 But even
if some commonsense concepts do fit into such taxonomic schemes, many concepts
do nor. Concepts often apply to things whose natures fall into no such well-defined
families. And the commonsense concepts that do typically fit into alternative taxonomic schemes, and so would deliver conflicting sets of similarities and diffetences.
Homomorphism theory cannot handle conceptual content. 66
Qualitative states figure in perceiving things. This is so not only for ordinary perceptual sensations, but also for bodily sensations, in virtue of which we have perceptual access to various discriminable bodily conditions. By reflecting the properties we
perceive physical objects to have, qualitative states represent those perceived objects
and properties.
But because the factors that fix qualitative properties don't determine intentional
content, mental qualities don't represent things in the way intentional states do.
For one thing, the representational character of mental qualities is not sentential, as
intentional content is. So, the representational character that mental qualities have,
according to homomorphism theory, does not sustain a representationalist theory, on
which the mental character of qualitative properties is intentional.

64 On some versions of meaning holism, each intentional content is a function of the implication

relations that content bears to every other content. This provides a way of locating all contents
within a kind of total conceptual space. But, even if one saw that space as refleeting relations of
similarity and difference among its constituent contents, those relations would not be homomorphic

to similarities and differences among the corresponding objects or states of affairs. Meaning holism
cannot sustain the application of homomorphism theory to conceprual content.
65 Aristotle saw thinking as continuous in nature with sensing (e.g., de Anima, III 4 and 8,
esp. 429b13; Posterior Analytics, II 19, 100a3-b5). So such an appeal ro traditional Aristotelian
raxonomies to enable homomorphism theory ro fix concepts might be especially congenial from an

Aristotelian perspective, since it invites a uniform account of intentional content and qualitative

properties.
66 C. R. Gallistel has urged that we can fix intenrional content by appeal ro isomorphisms between
the subjective probabilities ofholding various intentional contents and the statistical probabilities of
the corresponding states of affairs (The Organization ofLearning, Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT
Press/Bradford Books, 1990). Whatever the merits of that proposal, those isomorphisms are not a
matter of similarities and differences among contents or the corresponding states of affairs.
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Each mental quality is fixed, according to homomorphism theoty, by its perceptual
role, rather than by the way we're conscious of it. What it's like fur one to be in a
state that has that mental quality, by contrast, is fixed by how one is conscious of the
quality, and so by the way one's HOTs represent it.
If one conflates mental qualities with what it's like for one to be in states that have
those qualities, one will insist that the vety nature of qualitative properties is simply
a matter of the way we're conscious of them. And that may encourage the idea that
these mental properties could vary independently of perceptual role. Distinct qualitative properties might then play the same perceptual role in different individuals, or
even in one individual at two different times. Indeed, perceptual functioning might
then seem to be possible in the absence of mental qualities altogether. Seeing the
nature ofqualitative ptoperties as depending in that way on consciousness leaves open
the possibility of so-called inverted or absent qualia.
Homomorphism theory invites a different conclusion. On that view, the
similarities and differences among mental qualities are homomorphic to the
similarities and differences among the ptoperties perceptible by a particular modality.
So the nature of those qualities is a matter of perceptual tole, independent ofwhether
they are conscious. Homomorphism theoty, moreover, constrains how different
one individual's qualitative properties can be from those of another, and whether
mental qualities could be absent altogether, at least without a discernible change in
perceptual funerioning. And these constraints will be enough to preclude absent or
inverted qualia. I return to the issue about inverted qualia in section VII.
Because HOTs are distiner from the target stares they make us conscious of, it's
possible for HOTs to misrepresent those stares. And that does sometimes happen.
Such confubulatoty awareness of our own intentional states plainly occurs; we can be
conscious ofourselves as believing and desiring things that we don't believe or desire,
as some cases ofwishful thinking and self-deception make evident. 67
But such confubulation also sometimes occurs with the qualirative states we are
conscious of ourselves as being in. As we saw from the wine and woodwind cases,
HOTs determine whar it's like for one to be in various conscious qualitative states.
So erroneous HOTs will in this case result in there being something it's like for one
to be in a state that one is not actually in.
Dental patients, for example, sometimes seem to feel pain even when the relevant
nerves are absent or anesthetized. The standard explanation of these cases of so-called
dental fear is that the patient has fear and a sensation of vibration, but is conscious
of those states as pain. Parients are conscious of themselves as being in pain, though
the states that occasion their being thus conscious of themselves are aerually fear and
a sensation of vibration.
Once parients are told of this hypothesis and drilling resumes, they consciously
experience vibration and fear. Still, the memoty of the previous experience remains
67 On confabulatory awareness ofintentional states, see Richard E. Nisbett and Timothy DeCamp
Wilson. "Telling Mote than We Can Know: Vetbal Reports on Mental Ptocesses," Psychological
Review, 84, 3 (May 1977): 231-259, and Peter A. White, "Knowing Mote than We Can Tell:
'Introspective Aca:ss' and Causal Report Accuracy 10 Years Later," British journal o[Psychology, 79,
1 (February 1988): 13-45.
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unalteted, underscoring that what it's like for one is a function of how one represents
the state to oneself. Since the patient was conscious of the prior sensation as pain, that
remains what that sensation was like for the patient. 68
Change blindness is another dramatic case in which the qualitative state one is in
diverges from the state one is conscious of oneself as being in. When John Grimes
presented subjects with visual stimuli that changed in striking, salient ways during
saccades, for example, a picture ofa parrot that changed back and forth between brilliant red and green, the subjects frequently failed to notice these changes. 69 It's natural to assume that visual states correspond to current stimuli, so that one is in a red'
State when the parrot in front of one is red and a green' state when it's green; priming
studies independently support that assumption (see n. 27, above). So, when Grimes's
subjects fail to notice a change, what it's like for them diverges sharply from the visual
state they're in; they're conscious of themselves as being in green' states when they're
in red' states, and conversely. What it's like for one diverges in these cases from the
qualitative state one is actually in.
Dretske has argued that, since the changes in these cases occur during saccades
and so are in effect concealed from subjects, subjects are not actually blind to those
changes, but only to differences that result from the changes'?o But there is an important way in which subjects plainly are blind to the changes themselves. As Dretske
acknowledges, what subjects see in these cases corresponds to the actual stimulus; subjects see red when the parrot is red and green when it's green. But in these cases there
is often no change in what it's like for the subjects even when there's a change in the
color seen. That is unusual; typically what it's like for one refleers changes in what
one sees. So Grimes's subjects are often in this way blind to these changes in color.
Dretske might urge that what it's like for one to be in a state cannot diverge from the
state itself, since as noted in section II he rejects the idea that a state's being conscious
is a mattet of one's being conscious of that state. But such divergence does occur in
this kind of case, and with it a kind of blindness to change.
68 According to Hume, states of memory and imagination are qualitative, though they have far less
force and vivacity than those which occur in perceiving (David Hume, A Treatise on Human Nature,
ed. L. A. Selby-Bigge, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1888, pp. 8-9). But it's open to question whetber
most states of memory and imaginarion are actually qualirarive at all. The HOT model allows us to
capture Hurne's intuition while acknowledging that question. It might be that states of memory and
imagination have no qualitative properties. but our HOTs represent them as resembling perceptual
states, i.e.) as having pale versions of the mental qualities characteristic of actual perceiving.
69 "On the Failure to Detect Changes in Scenes across Saccades," Perception, ed. Kathleen Akins,
New York: Oxford University Ptess, 1996, pp. 89-110; for the partot, see p. 102.
For more on change blindness and change detection, see Daniel J. Simons, "Current Approaches
ro Change Blindness," Virual Cognition, 7 (2000): 1-16; RonaldA. Rensink, "Change Detection,"
Annual RevWw ofPsychology, 53, 1 (2002): 245-277; Daniel J. Simons and Ronald A. Rensink,
"Change Blindness: Past, Present, and Future," Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 9, 1 Ganuary 2005):
16-20; Daniel J. Simons, Christophet F. Chabris, and Tatiana Schnut, "Evidence for Preserved
Representarions in Change Blindness," Consciousness and Cognition, 11 (2002): 78-97; and Btian J.
Scholl, DanielJ. Simons, and Daniel T. Levin, "'Change Blindness' Blindness: An Implicit Measute
of a Meracognitive Error," in Thinking and Seeing: Visual Metacognition in Adults and Children, ed.
Daniel T. Levin, Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press/Bradford Books, 2004, pp. 145 -164.
70 "Change Blindness," Philosophical Studies, 120, 1-3 Guly-September 2004): 1-18, e.g., p. 3.
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HOTs, like intentional states genetally, can describe what they are about inaccurately, and they may even be about something that does not exist at all. So a question arises about what state, in the dental case, the patient's HOT is actually about.
When one has a HOT that one is in pain but thete isn't actually any pain, is one's
HOT about the fear and sensation ofvibtation that do OCCut? at is it simply about a
notional pain, a pain that doesn't exist?
HOTs are the way we'te conscious of ourselves as being in mental states. Being
conscious of something by having a thought about it as present does not require any
causal connection between the thought and the thing one is thereby conscious of. So
we have no reason to suppose that any such a causal tie always holds between HOTs
and their targets. Doubtless these targets often do figure among the causal antecedents
of HOTs, but that needn't be the case.
So, even though causal ties may sometimes help determine what a HOT is actually
about, we can't count on being able to appeal to that. But in most cases it won't matter what we say about this question. What matters in cases like that of dental fear is
that a HOT teptesents one as being in pain even though one isn't. It makes no difference, subjectively or theoretically, whether we construe the HOT as being about
actual sensations of vibration and fear or about a nonexistent pain.
Since there can be something it's like for one to be in a state with particular mental
qualities even if no such state occurs, a mental state's being conscious is not sttictly
speaking a telational property of that state. A state's being conscious consists in its
being a state one is conscious of oneself as being in. Still, it's convenient to speak
loosely of the property of a state's being conscious as relational so as to stress that it is
in anv case not an intrinsic property of mental states. 71
The content of HOTs need not, and often won't, describe the qualitative character of their target qualitative states in a complete and exhaustive way. Rather, HOTs,
like all thinking and describing, playa partially interpretive role. In representing us
[Q ourselves as being in states of various sotts, HOTs are in effect intetpretations of
ourselves as being in those states.
This is most obvious when thete is some disparity between the states we are in and
the way we are conscious of those states. The way we are conscious of being in such
states is due to the way our HOTs interpret our current state ofmind. But even when
a HOT is accurate, it's still in part interpretive. HOTs nevet desctibe their targets in
respect of all their mental propetties, and they are selective not only in which properties of out conscious states they reptesent, but also in which states they represent
at all. Otdinary consciousness seldom seems to involve any interpretive activity, but
that's arguably because the HOTs that figure in such interpreting are seldom conscious. much less deliberate.72

'1

For more on this issue, see my "Metacognition and Higher.Order Thoughts," Consciousness

and Cognition, 9, 2, Pan 1 Gune 2000): 231-242, § N.
72

On the interpretive aspect of consciousness. see "Introspection and Self.lnterpretation," §VI,

"Content, Interpretation, and Consciousness," and my "Consciousness, Interpretation, and HigherOrder Thoughr," in Parrizia Giampieri-Deursch, ed., Psychoanalysis as an Empirical Interdisciplinary
Science: ColleeredPapers on Contemporary Psychoanalytic Research, Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen
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In cases such as dental fear, consciousness literally misrepresents one type of qualitative state as another. Bur it seems intuitively as though there must be limits to how
inaccurately we can be conscious of our qualitative states. Could a HOT represent a
pain as a sensation of blue or an auditory sensation as an olfactory sensation? And if
so, would that really result in what it's like for one being as though one had a sensation
of blue or an olfactory sensation?
One reason to think that the states we're conscious of ourselves as being in cannot
diverge toO greatly from the states we are actually in is the causal role the states we are
in play in our mental lives generally. Pains, for example, interaCt causally with othet
mental states whether or not we're conscious of them; for example, they distraCt us
and cause us to desire that they stop. And it's reasonable to suppose that the HOTs
in virtue of which we are conscious of ourselves as being in pain may also to some
extent interact in characteristic ways with other mental states.
So, ifthe states we're actually in diverge too much from the states our HOTs make
us conscious of ourselves as being in, the higher- and first-order states might interact
in different and even conflicting ways with the rest of our mental lives. And the psychological tension this conflict would induce would very likely exert in tUrn some corrective influence on our HOTs, thereby limiting the degree to which those HOTs can
misrepresent our first-order states. There are also more specific psychological pressures that typically conStrain the HOTs we have, which I'll discuss toward the end of
section VI.
Still, none of these considerations would preclude the possibility ofone's occasionally being conscious ofa pain as a sensation ofblue. For one thing, normal constraints
can go awry, so that a HOT might misrepresent a pain as a sensation of blue withour
any tension of the son just sketched. Perhaps, indeed, some such thing happens in
some kinds of synesthesia. A stimulus appropriate to one modality might result in
conscious qualitative states that belong to two distinct modalities without actUally
causing both types of qualitative state. Rather, the stimulus might cause a single type
of qualitative state that for whatever reason results in turn in a HOT that one has
both sensations. 73
Bur, even if consciousness can significantly misrepresent our qualitative states. it's
natUral that it should seem to US as though that cannot happen. The way our HOTs
reptesent our qualitative states determines what it's like for US to be in those states.
Suppose, then, that a HOT misrepresents a pain as a sensation of blue. And suppose
Akademie der Wissenschaften (Austrian Academy of Sciences Press). 2005. pp. 119-142,
§IV.
73 1am grateful to Schwartz for this suggestion. This idea is consonant with Simon Baron-Cohen's
Neonatal Synesthesia hypothesis. on which infants until about 4 months of age "experience
sensory input in an undifferentiated way" in respect to sensory modalities (Simon BaronCohen. "Is There a Normal Phase of Synaesthesia in Development?", Psyche, 2, 27 Dune 1996]:
http://psyche.cs.monash.edu.aulv2/psyche-2-27-baron_cohen.html).
The suggestion may conflict, however. with Richard E. Cyrowic's claim that synesthesia does not
result from some higher cortical function (Synesthesia: A Unum ofthe Senses, New York: Sptinger
Verlag, 1989). For more on synesthesia, see Simon Baron-Cohen and John E. Harrison. eds..
Syn4llsthesia: Classic and Contemporary &tUiings, Oxford: Blackwell, 1996.
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that no discernible mental tensions resulted from that misrepresentation. We would
experience this subjectively not as a case of misrepresentation, but as an anomalous
sensation, a sensation ofblue inexplicably occurring in response to a normally painful
stimulus. Consciousness has the last word on what it's like for one to be in the mental
states one is in; indeed, it trivially has the last word, since what it's like for one to be
in a qualitative state simply is how one is conscious of that state. So it never seems to
us as though consciousness misrepresents rhose mental appearances. But having the
last word on what it's like for one to be in a state does not mean having the last word
on what state one is actually in. And consciousness is not authoritative about that.
One's seeing red involves one's being in a red' state. And there being something it's
like for one to see red is being conscious of oneself as seeing ted, and hence conscious
of oneself as being in a red" state. A state's being red', moreover, is a matter of how
that state resembles and differs from other color' sensations. So being conscious of
oneself as seeing red is being conscious ofoneselfas being in a state that resembles and
differs from other srates in those ways. And, since those similarities and differences
reflect the way physical red resembles and differs from other perceptible colors, what
it's like for one to see red depends in turn on the way one is conscious of the position
physical red occupies in the space of physical colors.
So differences in the quality space of the physical colors one perceives will result
in corresponding differences in the quality space of the mental color' qualities one is
conscious of. What it's like for one to see red depends on the position one is conscious
of physical red as having in the quality space of petceptible colors. So differences in
what perceptible colors occur in that quality space will result in differences in what
it's like for one to see red stimuli.
This has important consequences. Suppose that a person's visual sensations all
occur in shades of black' and white', and then that person for the first time sees
something red.?4 Plainly the quality space within which that person would locate
the new sensation would be strikingly different from the quality space within which
normally sighted people would locate that sensation. So that person would not be
conscious of the new sensation in anything like the way in which people ordinarily
are. Whatever it would be like for that person to have that new sensation, there is no
reason to think that it would be all that similar to what it's like for us to see red. Nor
would it even be all that similar to what it would be like for one to see red for the first
time if the rest of one's color quality space were otherwise like our own.

74 As with Frank Jackson's well-known Mary, in "What Mary Didn't Know," The Journal of
Philosophy, LXXXIll, 5 (May 1986): 291-295. See also his "Epiphenomenal Qualia," Philosophical
Quarterly, XXXll, 127 (April 1982): 127-136.

Jackson has now rejeered the antimaterialist conclusions of those articles. See "Postscript" to
"What Mary Didn't Know," in Contemporary Materialism: A Reader, ed. Paul K Moser and J. D.
Trout, Routledge, 1995, 184-189: "Postscript on Qualia," in his Mind Method, and Conditionals:
Selected Essays, London and New York: Routledge, 1998, pp. 76-79: "Mind and lIlusion," in
Minds andPmons, ed. Anthony O'Hear, Royal Institute ofPhilosophy Supplement, 53, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2003, pp. 251-71, and in Peter Ludlow, Yujin Nagasawa and Daniel
Stoljar, eds., There's Something about Mary: Consciousness and Frank Jackson's Knowledge Argument,
Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press/Bradford Books, 2004, pp. 421-442: and "The Knowledge
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Doubrless what it would be like for one ro see red would be something strikingly
new if one has previously seen only shades of black and white. But it's not at all obvious apart from that how we might understand what that would be like in terms of
our own conscious color experiences. Still, we can describe what it's like to see red,
whether for us or for somebody who previously has seen only in black and white.
What it's like for one in both cases is a matter of the location the target sensation has
within the quality space of one's conscious visual sensations. So one can have stricdy
descriptive knowledge of what it's like for an individual ro see red independenrly of
ever consciously seeing red, though such knowledge is relative ro that individual's
quality space of colors.
There is a natural temptation to think that one's first conscious perception ofsomething red, having previously seen only black and white, would be much the same as
what it's like for anybody else ro see something red. After all, whar ir's like for one
to see something is a matter of how one is conscious of the relevant visual state. But
what'S relevant ro what it's like for one is how one is conscious of the state comparatively, as resembling and differing from other visual states. So differences in the
comparison space will affect the way one is conscious of the target state. Only ifwhat
it's like for one to be in a qualitative state were a matter of how one is conscious of the
relevant quality on its own would the first conscious perception of something red be
like our own/ 5

VI. QUALITIES AND CONCEPTUALIZATION
I've spoken so far about qualitative states in a relatively generic way, without distinguishing among the various types of mental state that exhibit qualitative character,
from sensations ro perceptions and many or all emotions and other affective states.
The mental qualities that occur in connection with affective states are beyond the
scope of this discussion/6 But it will be important to be clear about the difference
between sensations and full-fledged perceptions.
Sensations are qualitative states that occur relatively early in the stream of mental
processing that leads ro full-fledged perceptions. But position in the processing stream
is not enough to capture the diffetence between the two types of state. Not all states
that occur later in that processing stream than sensations are perceptions; nor is it
obvious that all states occurring earlier than perceptions are sensations.
The difference consists rather in the mental properties that states ofthose two kinds
exhibit. Sensations and perceptions both have mental qualities, but perceptions,
unlike sensations, also exhibit intentional content. Perceptions are qualitative states
Argument, Diaphanousness, and Representationalism," in Phenomenal Concepts and Phenomenal
Knowledge: New Essays on Consciousness and Physicalism, ed. Torin Alter and Sven Walter. New
York: Oxford University Press, forthcoming.
I elaborate on this argument in "What Mary Wouldn't Learn," MS.
For a discussion of affective states in connection with consciousness see "Consciousness and its
Expression," elI. 11 in this volume.
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with conceptual content, specifically content that conceptualizes whatever it is that
the state's qualitative character enables one to sense.
There are two ways such conceptualized qualitative states might occur. It might be
that each perception consists of two states, one a sensation that exhibits some qualitative character and the other a conceptual state that provides the relevant intentional
content. But it might also be that each perception is a unitary state that exhibits both
qualitative and intentional propenies. Each model has its advantages and shoncomings. If each perception consists of two states, one qualitative and the other intentional, we face the difficult challenge of explaining how the two go together; the unitary model avoids that problem. But on the unitary model, we must explain how states
with qualitative character come to have intentional content as well. I won't try to
settle here which is the more satisfactory model, but will instead describe perceiving
neutrally, as in some way involving both qualitative character and conceptual content
that conceptualizes the thing being sensed.
Homomorphism theory helps distinguish qualitative states from the nonmental,
purely physiological states that occur in the processing stream that transmits
perceptual information to the mind. Qualitative stares have mental qualities, which
for each modaliry exhibit similarities and differences homomorphic to those which
hold among the propenies perceptible by that modaliry. But, as noted in section I,
qualitative states also have characteristic interactions with other mental states. Thus,
in organisms with suitable mental endowments, some purely qualitative states lead
to full-fledged perceptions, whose intentional content conceptualizes whatever is
sensed. Perhaps qualitative states occur in some organisms that lack the capaciry for
intentionaliry. But for a state to be qualitative, it must be that type of state which
could lead to or figure in perceiving in an organism that does represent things by way
of intentional content.
Perceiving adds intentional content to qualitative character. If! sense a rabbir visually, I may only have a visual sensation with cenain distinctive mental qualities of
color' and shape'. If I visually perceive a rabbit, I am in state with those qualitative
propenies, but I also conceptualize the thing I sense in some way, say, as a rabbit.
On the HOT hypothesis, a sensation's being conscious consists in its being accompanied by a HOT to the effect that one has that sensation. So a sensation's being
conscious involves intentional content in addition to the qualitative character of the
sensation. Perceiving also adds intentional content to a sensation, but the intentional
content that perceiving adds is different from that which a HOT would contribute.
Visually perceiving a rabbit involves the intentional content that a cenain thing is,
say, a rabbit; the intentional content of a HOT in vinue of which a sensation of a
rabbit is conscious is about that sensation itself, not about the rabbit.
Though the intentional content that figures in perceiving differs from that in virtue ofwhich a qualitative state is conscious, there is an imponant connection between
the two. If I visually perceive something red, I conceptualize as red something that's
represented by a red' qualitative stare I am in. If, in addition, that perception is conscious, I also have a HOT to the effect thar I'm in a state with a red' mental qualiry. Where my HOT characterizes its target state as being red', the intentional content of the perception characterizes as red the thing that perception is about. HOTs
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charactetize perceptions in terms of mental qualities that correspond to the relevant
perceptible property of the object perceived.
The conceptualization that occurs in perceiving sometimes actually affects the way
we are conscious of the qualitative character of our perceptions, by influencing the
intentional content of our HOTs. Consider the phenomenon of color constancy. We
often see a wall as having a uniform color even though close arrention to select pottions makes it clear that there are readily perceptible variations in sensed color from
one place to another, due to shadows and irregularities of paint. These variations in
sensed color seldom interfere with our perceptual judgment that the wall has a uniform color, since that judgment is a matter of how we conceptualize the wall that we
sense, rather than solely a matter of the sensing itself.
This perceptual judgment about the uniform color of the wall, however, seems
actually to influence how we are conscious of the relevant color' sensations. Unless
we clo~e1y scrutinize a suitable small area, we tend to be conscious of our sensations
of the different areas as uniform in their mental color' quality. We are conscious of
our color' sensations in a way that reflects our perceptual judgment about the wall.
Indeed, we are typically conscious of mental color' qualities in waYS that enhance
some contrasts and minimize others, smoothing out and eliding unimportant variations in accordance with what we judge the color properties of things to be.
Such constancy effects tend, moreover, to vanish when we concentrate on the qualities of our sensations as such, rather than on the object we perceive. That reinforces
the idea that these effects are due to the influence of our perceptual judgments about
objects on the way we are conscious of our sensations. Similar considerations suggest
that conStancy effects that affect the mental size' qualities of visual sensations may
also be due to the perceptual judgments we make about the actual size of the objects
being sensed?'
It may even be that these considerations enhance the perceptual adaptation
effects discussed in the previous section, on which color' sensations that initially
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In the so-called moon illusion, we consciously see the moon as significantly larger when it's

close to the horizon; we are actually conscious of our sensation of the moon itself as having a larger
size'. This puzzling phenomenon may also be due to the influence perceptual judgments about
things have on the way we're conscious of our visual sensations. On the account proposed by liayd
Kaufman and Irvin Rock, we nonconsciously calculate an object's size as the product of its distance
and the size of the retinal image ir produces, conceived of as the angle subtended on the retina. But
Kaufman and Rock suggest that we also nonconsciously judge the sky irself to have a somewhar
flattened shape. And that results in our nonconsciously judging an obiect in the sky to be farther
away from us when that object is nearer the horizon.
The moon subtends a constant visual angle on the retina. So, because we take things in the sky to
be more distant when they're near the horizon, we judge that the size of the moon is grearer when
it's near the horizon. The size- quality of our visual sensation itself is presumably a direct function
of the retinal angle subrended. But, since we are conscious of that size' quality as being larger when
the moon is near the horizon. the inference about the size of the moon itself evidendv influences the
way our HOT represents the size' of the sensation. See Kaufman and Rock, "The Moon Illusion,"
Scientific Ammcan, 207, 1 (July 1962): 120-131. I am grateful to Schwattz for calling this ro my
attention. See also his useful discussion of size perception in Vision: Variations on Some Berk<ieian
Thtmes, ch. 2.
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seem different afrer putting on sunglasses soon come to seem largely normal. Our
judgments abour the actual colors of things may influence the way we're conscious
of the color" qualities of our sensations, once the difference in those color" qualities
with and without sunglasses is no longer salient.
Somebody who holds that mental qualities are essentially conscious might hold
that the current view, which distinguishes qualitative states from what it's like for one
to be in those states, makes no room for genuine qualitative character. Ir may seem
to such a person that the states I call qualitative are simply pale surtogates of genuine qualitative states, on a par with the subpersonal, nonmental states that code for
various perceptible propenies.
Bur the line between the mental and the subpersonal does not conform to that
between states that are conscious and those which are not. Mental states and their
distinguishing mental properties are those states and propenies which conform to
the commonsense taxonomy of folk psychology. By that test, the states that figure
in perceiving are mental even when the perceiving isn't conscious; so states can be
genuinely qualitative without being conscious. And the states determined by the similarities and differences of homomorphism theory also conform to that standard folkpsychological taxonomy, and so are genuinely qualitative.
Qualitative charaCter is a featUre of the first-order states that playa role in perception. What it's like for one to be in a state with that qualitative character, by contrast,
is a matter of having a HOT distinct from the qualitative state itself. Bur, according to Levine, cases in which the higher-order srate misrepresents its first-order target
show us "what's wrong with the [higher-order] strategy of dividing consciousness,
or subjectiviry, from qualitative character." When such higher-order misrepresentation occurs, he urges, what it's like for one will conform either to the actual quality
of the first-order state or to the qualiry the HOT misrepresents the first-order state
as having. And each of these moves, he believes, "collapses qualitative character and
subjectivity back together again. "78
What it's like for one to be in a qualitative state is a matter of how one is conscious of oneself as being in that state. So what it's like for one will follow the way
one's HOT represents one's state, even when that HOT misrepresents the state one
is actually in. Levine takes this to mean that "the first-order state plays no genuine
tole in determining the qualitative charaCter of the experience" (108). And he concludes that qualitative charaCter is, on this view, solely a matter of the HOT, so that
qualitative charaCter and consciousness coincide.
Bur this conclusion trades on a tendentious understanding of qualitative characrer.
Qualitative character is not invariably conscious; so it's distinCt from what it's like for
one to be in a qualitative state. And, because qualitative charaCter and what it's like
for one are distinCt, they may diverge, as in dental fear and other cases considered in
section V. So the first-order state does indeed determine qualitative charaCter, though
not what it's like for one to be in a state with that qualitative character. Qualitative
78 Purple Hau, p. 108. As Levine notes, Karen Neander argues to much the same e!fecr in
"The Division of Phenomenal Labor: A Problem for Represemarional Theories of Consciousness,"
Philosophical Perspectives, 12 (Language, Mind, Ontology), 1998,411-434, esp. p. 420.
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character itself is derermined by a state's perceptual role, which can be determined
independently of there being anything it's like for one, for example, by priming results. What it's like for one to be in a state with qualitative character, by contrast, is an
independent matter of how one is conscious of that state.
Levine's objection about distinguishing qualitative character from what it's like for
one does, however, point to what may seem to some to be a significant shortcoming
of the HOT model. If qualitative character can occur without there being anything
it's like for one to be the relevant state, why is it that there is so often something that
it's like for one to be in such states? And, ifwhat it's like for one is distinct from qualitative character, why is the way we are conscious of our qualitative states so often
accurate? If perceiving can occur without being conscious, why does it ever occur consciously? What could explain our having HOTs in the first place? And, if qualitative
character is distinct from the HOTs in virtue of which we're conscious of it, why do
those HOTs so often accurately reflect the actual mental qualities of our qualitative
states? Unless we can answer these questions, the HOT hypothesis will rightly seem
implausible.
Being in a red' state is being in a state in virtue ofwhich one visually senses or perceives red objects, a state, that is, that resembles and differs from others in its mental
fumily in the way red objects resemble and differ from objects of other colors. So all it
takes to note that one is in a red' state is to note that one is in a state that'S distinctive
in that way ofred objects' being in front ofone. And it's sufficient to have the concept
ot a red' state that one have a concept of that distinctive state.
When one sees something red, there's ordinarily no reason to take note of one's
being in any sott of state at all; one's relevant thoughts all have to do with the red
object. But occasional errors about whether something is red will call attention to the
difference between an object's being red and one's being in the state distinctive of
there being a red object in front of one. And that will lead to one's having a concept
of a red' state, the distinctive kind of state, that is, in virtue of which one senses red
things. So the concepts that figure in HOTs about qualitative states are relatively easy
to come by, given sufficient concern with objects of the relevant sort.
Perceiving involves both intentional content and qualitative character. When one
perceives something red, one is in a red' state and also in a State with the intentional
content, roughly, that there is something red in ftont of one. Suppose, then, that one
not only has concepts for the mental qualities of color', but also has a fluent, automatic command in applying those concepts. Typically when one has a perceptual
thought that there is something red in front of one, one is in a red' state.79 Indeed,
one's very concept of a red' state presumably stems from having learned that it sometimes seems that something in front of one is red even though it isn't.
So given fluent command in applying the concept of a red' state, this connection between perceptual thoughts and red' states will dispose one to think that one
is in such a state whenever one has a perceptual thought that there is something red
in front of one. The perceptual thoughts that occur in connection with perceiving
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Not always, since perceptual thoughts sometimes adjust for nonstandard lighting and the like.
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something red will actually facilitate the occurrence of HOTs that one is in a red'
state. The connection between concepts for perceptible ptOperties and concepts for
mental qualities, together with a fluent, automatic command over those concepts,
explains both why HOTs about qualitative states so often arise and why they are so
often accurate.
Perceptual thoughts about ted objects facilitate HOTs that one is in a ted' qualitative state. Why, then, don't nonperceprual thoughts about red objects facilitate HOTs
thilt one is in such a state? Nonperceptual thoughts about red objects don't routinely
occur in connection with red' sensations. In addition, they typically differ in content ftOm the perceptual thoughts that figure in seeing red objects. Such perceptual
thoughts have rhe content, tOughly, that something red is in front of one; so it's natural to expect that they would facilitate a thought about a concurrent red' state. The
content of nonperceptual thoughts about red objects is, by contrast, seldom if ever
that something red is present; so such thoughts are unlikely to facilitate a HOT about
a current red' state.
As noted in section IV, though some subpersonal mechanism figures early in visual
processing to combine information about color and shape, there is reason to doubt
that colors' ever occur without visual spatial' qualities, or conversely. But, even if
early visual states do occur that have color' but no shape' or shape' but no color' ,
those states are never conscious, or in any case never conscious as such. We're never
conscious of ourselves as being in visual states that exhibir color' without shape' or
shape' but no color' .
If such early visual states do occur, moreover, the facilitation story would help
explain why such states are never conscious as having color' without shape' or
conversely. Since we never perceive anyrhing as having color without shape or shape
without color, we never have perceptual thoughts about things as having one type of
perceptible property but not the other. So the HOTs about visual qualitative states
that those perceptual thoughts facilitate would not represent those states as having
color' without shape' Ot shape' without color' .80

VII. CROSS-MODAL CALIBRATION,
REPRESENTATIONALISM, AND INVERSION
Sensing occurs by way of various distinct modalities, each of which operates in connection with a dedicated sense organ. Perceiving, by contrast, often involves more
than one sensory modality. Sometimes we perceive objects by way of only one modality; some distant objects, for example, we perceive only by sight and others only
by sound. But we perceive the properties of many things by means of more than one
sensory modality, and we expect that we could in principle do so with all local objects.
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I expand on the connection between perceptual intentional content and HOTs in "The

Facilitation ofConscious States," forthcoming. On the facilitation ofHOTs about intentional states,

which operates somewhat differently, see "Why Are Verbally Expressed Thoughrs Conscious?", ch.
10 in this volume, §V.
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We expect this in large measure because we conceptualize the things we perceive as
objects and events that are accessible to more than one modality. Even when I perceive a rabbit solely by vision, I conceptualize the thing I see as something I could
also sense by other modalities.
Cross-modal perceiving requires being able to coordinate inputs from distinct
senses wirh one another, so that they all have to do with a single object. There is no
sense that bridges the various modalities, common to them all; so the cross-modal
character of perceiving must come from the way we conceptualize what we perceive.
If! see an automobile and also hear it and touch it, I must conceptualize the various
perceptible propenies I sense as all belonging to one and the same object. Even when
I simply see a rabbit but conceptualize what I see as something I could also hear
and touch, I rely on my ability to conceptualize perceptible propenies from distinct
modalities as all belonging to a single object.
Such calibration of sensoty inputs from distinct modalities doubtless relies heavily
on what we learn early in life about the ways perceptible propenies occur together,
which sights go with which sounds, and the like. But the mental qualities of size*,
shape*, and location* distinctive of each modality doubtless also playa crucial role in
such coordination of qualities from distinct modalities.
I argued briefly in section N that these spatial' qualities are distinct propenies
for each distinct modality, since they're in each case determined by the boundaries
and arrangements among mental qualities specific to each modality. Visual sensations involve mental qualities of color' whose boundaries determine mental qualities
of shape' and size* and whose arrangement in the visual field determine the mental
quality of relative location'. Similarly, tactile sensations involve mental qualities of
resistance' and texture' , whose boundaries and arrangements also determine mental
qualities of shape', size', and relative location' .81
There is, however, a temptation to suppose that spatial' mental qualities are the
same from one modality to another. After all, the sensed perceptible propenies are in
each case the same; we sense the vety same properties of physical shape, size, and location by the senses of vision, hearing, and touch. In this respect, the sensing of spatial
perceptible propenies differs in a striking way from the sensing of color and ofsound,
since only one modality has access to each of those propenies. And, since the spatial
propenies we sense are the same from one modality to another, perhaps the spatial'
mental qualities that figure in such sensing are also the same across modalities.
Even homomorphism theoty might seem to suggest this conclusion. For the case of
spatial sensing, the perceptible propenies sensed are the same across modalities. And
mental qualities are propenies that resemble and differ in ways homomorphic to the
similarities and differences among the relevant perceptible properties. So perhaps the
mental qualities that figure in sensing physical size, shape, and location are themselves
the same for all the modalities.

81 Cf. Berkeley's argument rhar rhe spatial* qualities of each modality are tied to rhe orher mental
qualities rhat are specific to rhat modality (A Treatise Concerning the Principles ofHuman Knowledge,
I, 10, in Works, II, p. 45, and Three Dialogues between Hykts and Philonous, Works, II, p. 194).
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But neither consideration is compelling. It doesn't matter that the perceptible
properties sensed by distinct modalities are in this case the same, since distinct mental
qualities might well be homomorphic to a single set of perceptible properties. There
is no reason why distinct funilies of mental qualities cannOt access the very same
set of perceptible properties. Indeed, one would expect that this might well happen
when the mental qualities belong to distinct modalities. The traditional Aristotelian
doctrine that the properties of sensations are literally the same as those of the objects
sensed would preclude this possibiliry. On that view, the srate in virtue of which
one senses some perceptible property must itself actually exhibit that very property.
And that traditional view continues to exert some influence, however tacit, on our
thinking. But that doctrine is without foundation.
On homomorphism theory, mental qualities playa role in sensing by way of a particular modality because they occupy positions in a quality space that's homomorphic
to the quality space of the properties that modality senses. Such homomorphisms
cannot determine that spatial' mental qualities are the same across modalities. And
the requirement that mental qualities playa role in sensing by a particular modaliry points toward the opposite conclusion. Mental qualities will playa role specific
to a modality only if they operate in connection with the other mental qualities specific to that modality. So the spatial' qualities of vision will operate in connection
with color' qualities, those of touch in connection with qualities of resistance' and
texture', and so forth. Each modality will operate by way of a distinct set of spatial'
mental qualities.
Because spatial' qualities are distinct from one modality to the next, cross-modal
perceiving requires calibrating of the spatial' qualities of one modality with those of
others. Is such cross-modal calibration learned? Or is it instead simply part of our
innate mental endowment? The issue is essentially that posed by Wtlliam Molyneux
to Locke,B2 about whether somebody born blind but with tactile experience of cubes
and spheres would be able, on subsequendy gaining sight, to distinguish those shapes
visually. Andrew Meltzoffhas argued that experimental findings show that very young
infants perform cross-modal calibrations of spatial information independent of any
prior experience, though it's arguable that there are serious problems with those
results. B3
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Locke reports Molyneux's query in An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, II, ix, 8, pp.

145-6.
83 Andrew N. Meltzoff, "Molyneux's Babies: Cross-Modal Perceprion, Imiration and the Mind
of the Preverbal Infimt," in Naomi Eilan, Rosaleen McCarthy, and Bill Brewer, cds., Spatial
&presmtatWn: Problems in Philosophy and Psychology, Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1993, pp.
219~235.

MeltzOff tesred one-month-old infimts on two rypes of pacifiers, both spherical in shape but one
with eight or so small protuberances. He dismisses the possibiliry that infants might by that age
have learned to associate such racrile differences with cottesponding visual diffetences (223). But the
small protuberances have roughly the shape of tiny nipples, with which one-month-oids will have
had extensive, salient experience, both visual and racrile. So we can hardly rule out the possibiliry
that their ability to coordinate visual with tactile input in this case was learned.
Meltzoff also documents the abiliry of infants only 32 hours old and inexpetienced with mirrots
to imitate facial exptessions. And he argues that this abiliry reveals the "capaciry [of these infants}
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It's in any case clear that coordination of spatial' qualities across modalities relies
to some extent on experience, since inverting goggles and prisms that distort visually
sensed location require the tecalibration oflocations sensed by sight and touch (see n.
60 above). This need to recalibrate mainly affecrs sensed location. Bur the sensing of
locations, like that of size and shape, invariably relies on the sensing of differences
in color, pressure, texture, or other perceptible properties special to some particular modaliry. Indeed, as argued in section IV, since the boundaries between mental
qualiries that determine mental shape' and size' also determine mentallocarion',
whatever holds ofone ofthese rypes ofspatial' mental qualities will hold ofthe others.
As noted in section V, though qualitative states tepresent corresponding perceptible properties, representing by way ofhomomorphisms operates differently from representing by way of intentional content. So homomorphism theory doesn't sustain a
representationalist view on which qualitative character is at bottom a matter of intentional content. 84
There is another version of reptesentationalism, however, according to which, in
Sydney Shoemaker's words, "the only features of sensory states ofwhich we are introspectively aware are intentional or representational ones."85 Similarly, Gilbert Harman urges that, when you have an experience of seeing a red tomato, "[y]ou have no
conscious access to the qualities ofyour experience by which it represents the redness
of the tomato. You are aware [only] of the redness of the tomato."86
to

register equivalences between the body transformations

they see and the body transformations

they only feel themselves make" (222). But that ability to imitate is so prodigious thar ir may nor
involve sensations of facial movements at all. Visual input in these cases may be hardwired to motor
output in a way that simply bypasses such sensations, just as dedicated facial expressions of specific
emotions and contagious yawning are hardwired, and don't operate by way of mediating sensations
of facial movements.
One dedicated subpersonal mechanism of the SOrt that might subserve such imitating involves
the visuomotor, or "mirror," neurons, whose firing in humans and other primates figures both in
perceiving and in executing imitative behavior. See Giacomo Rizzolatti, Luciano Fadiga. Vittorio
Gallese, and Leonardo Fogassi. "Premotor Conex and the Recognition ofMotor Actions," Cognitive

Brain Research, 3, 2 (March 1996): 131-141; Vinorio Gallese, Luciano Fadiga, Leonardo Fogassi,
and Giacomo Rizzolani, "Action Recognition in the Premotor Conex," Brain, 119,2 (April 1996):
593-609; and Giacomo Rizzolatti and Laila Craighero, "The Minor Neuron System," Annual
Review ofNeurosc~nce, 27 (2004): 169-192.
84

For representationalist theories, see, e.g., Armstrong, The Nature ofMind, ch. 9. and Lycan,

Consciousness and Experience, ch. 4.
85 "Introspection and 'Inner Sense'," Philosophy and Phenomenologiral Research, LN, 2 Qune
1994): 249-314; reprinted in Shoemaker, The Fint-Person Perspective and Other Essays, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp. 201-268, at p. 218. See also p. 257, and his "Phenomenal
Character," Noils, 28 (1994): 21-38, "Phenomenal Character Revisited," Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, LX, 2 (2000): 465-468, and "Introspection and Phenomenal Character,"
Philosophical Topics, 28, 2 (Fall 2000): 247-273.
I am grateful to Shoemaker, personal communication, for stressing how my view could be seen

as resembling representationalism.
86 Gilbert H. Harman, "Explaining Objective Color in rerms ofSubjective Reactions," Philosophical
Issues: Perception, 7 (1996): 1-17, p. 8 (reprimed in Alex Byrne and David Hilben, eds., Reading.>
on Color, volume 1: The Philosophy ofColor, Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press/Bradford Books.
1997, pp. 247-261). See also "The Intrinsic Quality of Experience," Philosophical Perspectives,
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But the curtent view is not representationalist on thar version either. On
Shoemaker's version of representationalism, the properties of qualitative states
that we introspect are intentional, but that's not the case on rhe present
account. We introspect qualitative properties as well. And, contrary to Harman's
representationalist claim, we are conscious nor only of the redness of the romato,
but of the mental qualities of our experience of the tomaro. The highet-otder states
in virtue of which we are aware of such qualitative states are themselves intentional
states; they are HOTs. But that doesn't sustain the representationalism put forth by
Shoemaker or Harman.
Harman insists that the qualities we are aware of are never mental qualities, but
only the perceptible properties of physical objects; we "are aware [only] of the redness of the tomato." When one consciously sees a ted romato, one is aware of the
redness of the romaro. And thete is some plausibility ro Harman's claim that thete is
no other quality ofwhich one is conscious. Even when one focuses introspectively on
the tedness, one isn't aware of any shift from one quality to another, from the redness
of the tomato to the red" of the sensation. So why think that one is evet awate of a
red" mental quality, as against the perceptible red of physical objects?
We are perceptually aware of the red color of the tomaro. And it's plain that
we aren'r perceprually aware of the mental red" of any sensation. But the idea that
we're only aware of perceptible red, and never of mental qualities, trades on the tacit
assumption that awareness is always perceprual awareness. We perceive the redness of
the romaro, but no corresponding mental quality.
But perceiving a quality is not the only way we can be conscious of it. When I consciously see a red romato, I perceive its redness. But, since my seeing is conscious, I am
also conscious of myself as seeing the red tomato. That involves my having a thoughr
about myself as seeing the tomato. I have a thought about myself as being in a state
that involves a particular form of qualitative perceiving, and hence as being in a stare
with mental qualirarive character.
When one shifts from consciously seeing the tomato to introspecting that experience, one's attention shifts from the quality of the romaro to the quality of the state
one is in. One doesn't come thereby to be perceprually conscious of a distinct quality. But, by having a conscious thought about oneself as being in a particular kind of
state, one does shift attention to the quality of the conscious experience. And, since
having a thought about something as being present also makes one conscious of that
thing, having a thought about oneself as being in a state with a red" mental quality
makes one conscious of a red" mental quality.87
I argued in section V that homomorphism theoty, by fixing mental qualities by
appeal to perceptual role rather than how we're conscious of them, undermines the
idea that such qualities could vary while perceptual role remains constant. But homomorphism theoty tells against the possibility of such variation in a more specific way.
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4 (1990): 31-52; and "Qualia and Color Concepts," Philosophical Issues: Perception, 7 (1996):
75-79.
87

§V.

For more on introspection and representationalism, see "Introspection and Self-Interpretation,"
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Homomorphism theory fixes mental qualities by way of the characteristic similarities and differences each qualiry has to others in its family. If an inversion of mental
qualities altered the distinctive pattern of similarities and differences, the new pattern
would no longer be homomorphic to the similarities and differences of the relevant
perceptible properties. That would altet perceptual functioning, and the inversion
would then be detectable from a third-person point of view, contrary ro the hypothesis that such inversion not be so detectable.
Is any inversion of mental qualities possible that preserves relations of similarity
and difference? Arguably not. Such an inversion would have to be around an axis with
respect to which the relevant quality space is symmetric; otherwise it would alter the
relations of similarity and difference. And, if the space of mental qualities is symmetric in that way, the corresponding space of perceptible properties must be as well.
But, if the space of perceptible properties were symmetric around some axis in
respect of these similarities and differences, properties on each side of that axis would
be indistinguishable in respect of similarities and differences from properties on the
other. So, for each perceptible property on one side of the axis, there would be some
property on the other side with exactly the same relations of similarity and difference.
Since we discriminate among perceptible properties in respect of their distinctive
relations of similarity and diffetence, we would be unable to distinguish or in any
way ro react differently to the two members of these pairs. It would be as though one
side of the axis were redundant for perceptual functioning, since the two sides would
play indistinguishable perceptual roles. Any inversion around such an axis would be
vacuous in respect of perceptual functioning. 88
Undetectable inversion of mental qualities would have to take place around an
axis of symmetry in respect of similarities and differences. But no such symmetry can
exist in the space of mental qualities without also existing in the space of perceptible
properties, and that symmetry would mean that the qualities on the two sides of the
axis would be indistinguishable. So undetectable inversion of mental qualities cannot occur. But what it's like for one ro be in a state with a particular mental quality
is distinct from simply being in that state. What, then, about the invetsion of what
it's like for one to be in States with those mental qualities? Can such inversion occur
undetectably?
The same conclusion holds. HOTs tepresent the mental qualities of our qualitative states in respect of the same patterns of similarities and differences that fix those
mental qualities. So, if inversion that preserves those patterns is impossible among the
qualities themselves, it will no more possible in the way HOTs represent them. Ifsuch
inversion were possible, the qualities on one side of the relevant axis would be indistinguishable, from the point ofview of consciousness, from the qualities on the other
side. The HOT hypothesis, taken together with homomorphism theory, precludes
inversion of conscious qualities undetectable from a third-person point of view.
88

Some rime after writing this, I came upon an argument to much the same effect in David R

Hilbert and Mark Eli Kalderon, "Color and the Inverted Spectrum," in Steven Davis, ed, Color
Perception: Philo,ophical, Psychological, Artistic and Computational Perspectives, New York: Oxford
University Press, 2000, pp. 187-214. §6.2.
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The mental qualities that figure in achromatic perception might seem intuitively to
to be
one-dimensional. But there are important asymmetries that block inversion of even
the achromatic shades. For one thing, shades such as luminous gray suggest that the
achromatic quality space is two-dimensional. And there are asymmetries even in the
one-dimensional scale of relative luminosity. Thus the perceived gray scale in human
achromatic perception is anchored only by the lightest shade, not the darkest. And the
perception ofblack requires the presence of a contrast shade, whereas we can perceive
a white ganzfeld. 89
Shoemaker has urged that, though asymmetries in the human color quality space
do preclude inversion ofcolor qualities in humans, creatures are conceivable in which
such inversion occurs. 90 But if a quality space were symmetrical in a way that allowed
inversion of mental qualities, the invertible qualities would play indistinguishable
roles in perceptual functioning, which would collapse perceptual distinctions. And,
because qualitative states are conscious in respect of their perceptual roles, the invertible qualities would then be indistinguishable from a first-person point of view.
Undetectable quality inversion is not conceivable. 91

be symmetrical, since the quality space of achromatic qualities may itself seem

89 On the dimensionality of the achromatic quality space, see, e.g., Rainer Mausfeld, "Color
Perception: From Grassmann Codes to a Dual Code for Object and Illumination Colours," in
Werner G. K Backhaus, Reinhold Kliegl, and John S. Werner, eds., Color Vision: Perspectives
from Different Disciplines, Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1998, p. 223. On anchoring,
see Alan L. Gilchtist, Christos Kossyfidis, Frederick Bonaro, Tiziano Agostini, Joseph Cataliorti,
Xiaolun Li, Branka Spehar, Vidal Annan, and Elias Economou, "An Anchoring Theoty ofLightness
Perceprion," Psychological1leview, 106,4 (October 1999): 795 -834. On the impossibility ofa black
ganzfeld, see C. L. Hardin, Color fir Philosophers: Unweaving the &inbow, Indianapolis: Hackett
Publishing Co., 1988, expanded edn., 1993, pp. 22-24. I am grateful to Josh Weisberg fOr pressing
this issue, and to Austen Oark, Rainer Mausfeld, and Robert Schwartz for pointing me roward
these findings.
90 See "The Inverted Spectrum," The Journal ofPhilosophy, LXXIX, 7 (July 1982): 357-381;
reprinted in his Identity, Cause, and Mind: Phiwsophical Essays, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1984, 2nd edn., Oxford: Clatendon Ptess, 2003, pp. 327-357, at p. 336, and "Intrasubjective/lntersubjective," in his The First-Person Perspective and Other Essays, Cambridge and New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp. 141-154, at p. 150.
Shoemaker also holds that, though we can detetmine similarity and identity of qualities within
an individual by appeal to the perceptual beliefS and related behavior that qualitative states tend ro
cause, that won't determine which mental quality a state has. But he thinks that qualities will be the
same across individuals if their functionally determined quality spaces are the same and the qualities
are realized by the same physical states. ("The Inverted Spectrum," §§V and VI, and postsctipt.)
But, if behaviorally undetectable inversion were conceivable, as Shoemaker insists, then relations of
similarity and diflerence wouldn't after all be sufficient to fix mental qualities. And then it's unclear
why specific neural states would realize specific qualities, as against qualities that simply satisfy the

relevant relations of similarity and difference.
91

Stephen Palmer has argued that, despite isomorphism of the color qualities of visual sensations

across subjects, some quality inversion is possible. (S. E. Palmer, "Color, Consciousness, and the

Isomorphism Constraint," The BehavWral and Brain Sciences, 22, 6 [December 1999]: 923-943.)
According to Palmer, those mental color qualities are isomorphic across subjects because

they are

isomorphic to qualities in a psychophysically defined color space. These considerations lead him to
adopt an "isomorphism constraint" (933), that mental qualities of qualitative states are the same
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Some theotists will see this result as telling against the combination of
homomorphism theory and the HOT hypothesis; if combining those theories
ptecludes quality invetsion, so much the wotse fot the combined theories. But the
idea that such invetsion is possible has no basis either in untutored, pretheoretic
intuition or in empirical findings. Indeed, since the inversion must be undetectable
by third-person means, how could pretheoretic intuition suppon such a claim? And,
such third-person undetectability means that there could in any case be no empirical
suppon for the possibility of such inversion. The idea thar it is possible is simply
a reflection of the theotetical conviction that mental qualities are independent of
perceptual rolen
Theories of qualitative consciousness, like other theories, must be judged by theit
fruits. The combination of the HOT hypothesis and homomorphism theory yields
results that conform to the dictates of folk psychology and to what we know empirically about qualitative consciousness. And it does this in a way that defuses apparent
mysteries and promises to make such consciousness fit comfonablywithin the context
of the rest of what we know about mental functioning. It's likely that this combination of theories will provide a useful framework for future research. 93
across subjects only to the extent that such isomorphisms hold: "Objective behavioral methods can
determine the narure of experiences up to, but not beyond, the criterion of isomorphism" (934).
And he holds that such isomorphism cannot fully determine those mental qualities.

Bur to sustain this view, Palmer needs some independent way to tell what mental quality a state
has. For that he relies solely on first-person access to those qualities, viz., on how we're consdow
of the qualities. But, even leaving aside the foregoing argument that first-person access will reflect

perceptual role, such first-person access plainly cannot help with intersubjeetive comparisons.
92 For more on quality inversion, see "Sensory Quality and the Relocation Story," ch. 6 in this
volume.
93 Substantially earlier versions were presented at the August 1991 Cognitive Science Society in

Vancouver, the Philosophy, Neuroscience, and Psychology Colloquium at Washington University
in St Louis in April 2000, the July 2000 Association for the Scienrific Study of Consciousness in
Brussels, The Hebrew University in Jerusalem and the University of Haifa in Januaty 2001. and
as the 19th annual Dean Kolitch Memorial Lecture at the CUNY Graduate Center in Decembet 200 I. I am grateful to members of all these audiences, and especially to Roben Schwartz and
Sydney Shoemaker, for helpful, challenging discussion.
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